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Abstract
Nowadays market globalization has increased competitiveness and has
forced companies to modify their design and production strategies. A key
point is the development of products that respect and optimize as close
as possible the individual customer needs (technical requirements) reduc-
ing at the same time cost during the phase of quotation. Industries spe-
cialized in products highly customized are called Engineering-To-Order
(ETO) industries. The design of complex products, such as ETO ones,
often requires the study of sub-problems. This practice is called modu-
larization and it is one of the most applied design methods for ETO sys-
tems; however, it is necessary to integrate traditional tools with practices
of design optimization to improve the development of a proposal manag-
ing the complexity. This integration is an interesting issue in engineering
design. Design optimization, including configuration, is a common prac-
tice in industry 4.0 widely applied in civil and mechanical engineering.
Different mathematical algorithms have been developed to support the
optimization in engineering design.

Different commercial tools are available to support engineers during the
design phase; however, many research scenarios are opened to find tools
and methods to improve the design process and overcome some limits
related to configuration and design optimization. The first difficulty is
the will of company to formalize its internal knowledge, this can allow
the past cases retrieval. One other limit is that the integration of geo-
metrical modeling, simulations, analysis, and optimization concerns the
interaction between different tools not linked with each level of the design
phases. Moreover, these tools often require software customization.

The study of Constraints Satisfaction Problems(CSP) is a mathematical
topic which can be applied for solving these engineering issues includ-
ing also studies about energy efficiency and consumption of products, to
enhance the product performance and reduce the cost, lead time and en-
vironmental impacts related to the product life-cycle. The strength of this
approach is the speed on searching possible solutions.

This thesis proposes a design methodological approach to highlight how
a CSP analysis can support the first phase of an optimization analysis, re-
ducing the design space of solutions to be investigated and subsequently
optimized. Moreover in this context is described a design tool that inte-
grates a CS tool with model-based simulations in a collaborative design
context.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Context of the thesis

Nowadays the market globalization, especially in the context of Industry
4.0, increases competitiveness and forced the industries to modify their
design and production strategies [43]. Products loose their value very fast.
Quality and excellence immediately start decreasing due to other compet-
itive products on the market. Only with continual improvements compa-
nies can extend their products life, trying to adapt them to customer needs
as much as possible. Therefore there is a trend of moving from mass pro-
duction to mass customization. In this context, two types of approach
can be compared to achieve specific customer’s requests: Configure-To-
Order (CTO) and Engineer-To-Order (ETO). Both approaches require a
customer’s order. While a CTO production is based on already existing
configurations ([123], [90]), an ETO approach requires the development of
engineering solutions before product fabrication [57]. ETO applications
are necessary when customer’s requirements cannot be fulfilled through
a catalog of pre-configurated solutions. An important issue in ETO com-
panies is the time necessary to provide a bid for the proposal submission
[122]. Long engineering lead-times significantly affect the development
and the cost of ETO products.

In the last 20 years, a lot of research has been paying attention to methods
for reducing time and cost in the design of ETO products. Research topics
concern Design for manufacturing and assembly [45], Feature Based Cost-
ing [75] and Design To Cost [33]. However, their application in industry
is limited by the complex data analysis and the required knowledge for-
malization. On the other hand, other research issues such as Knowledge-
Based Engineering (KBE) [65], Artificial Intelligence (AI) [7], and Object-
Oriented (OO) design [91] are most applied in the industrial context. In
fact, these methods enhance the reuse of design knowledge by automat-
ing repetitive tasks and optimization stages.

The trend of moving from mass production to mass customization changed
production mentality approach in the way shown by Figure 1.1.
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FIGURE 1.1: From mass production to mass customization:
the change in the production mentality approach

In the first stage, it is important to prepare a reliable offer, this means
to identify requirements and constraints within the Request-For-Proposal
(RFP). This stage that in the past collected market requests now more of-
ten collects customer requests (ETO design). The RFP phase starts the
early design phase. This phase is a preliminary analysis that has to take
into account the draft project including geometry, layout, simulations and
cost estimation. In the early design phase some activities require a pri-
ori choices, which lead to different alternatives depending on the chosen
decision path. Moreover, several constraints, e.g. weight and overall di-
mensions, will be satisfied only after some activities of the design process
have been performed; this complication leads to a rough configuration
process that implies an inaccurate cost estimation. In fact, the cost esti-
mation, assessed after the conceptual design stage, is mostly performed
in an empirical and unstructured way.

Once the early design, called conceptual design, and the cost estima-
tion stages are completed, the technical offer (the overall simplified prod-
uct and often a drawing) inclusive of the economic offer, can be sent to
the possible customer. In general, the customer evaluates the technical-
economic offer, often comparing it to different offers of other possible
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suppliers. After this comparison many product characteristics and re-
quirements are more precisely defined. This comparison that adjusts the
proposal after dealing between supplier and customer is a technical align-
ment stages that requires much time and effort: product design and costs
must be accurately revised. The company should answer to the new re-
quests with another new offers, until the customer accepts the offer, which
becomes a contract.

The awareness of these problems has led, from the 80ies, to the defini-
tion of some methodologies to assess cost before product realization to
optimize product and process design, such as design for manufacturing
and assembly (DFMA) approach [14], feature based costing (FBC) [120],
design to cost (DTC) [33]. However the complex data analysis, knowl-
edge structuring and the numerous resources to be involved in the project
make their application in industry very difficult. On the other hand, dif-
ferent approaches as knowledge based engineering (KBE) [65], computa-
tional design synthesis (CDS) [20], artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms
[72], object-oriented (OO) design and functional programming [91] have
tried to standardize methods to easily capture, structure and reuse the
design knowledge in a fast and easy way, by automating repetitive tasks
and optimization stages.

Although there is the possibility of using such tools, it has been observed
that many companies just base the process working by analogy on the
basis of the expertise of senior designers and searching for similar past
solutions. Then, product Bills of Material (BOM) is adapted and costs are
updated accordingly. Such an approach mostly leads to some inaccura-
cies in the cost estimation, especially for ETO products. In fact, it has
been seen that these products need a preliminary design phase, i.e. the
conceptual design, before evaluating the product cost.

According to Pahl et al. Figure 1.2 it is useful to divide the planning and
design process into four main phases: (1) planning and task clarification,
(2) conceptual design, (3) embodiment design and (4) detail design; point-
ing out that it is not always possible to draw a clear borderline between
these main phases, neither it is possible to avoid backtracking [79]. Thus,
engineering design is a highly iterative process.

FIGURE 1.2: Design phases
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Phase (1) leads to the product requirements list, the Request-For-Proposal
(RFP) cited before, the later stages are based on this phase. While the con-
ceptual design stage has to define the main functional solution, in a sim-
plified way (concept); the embodiment design must specify the layout.
Indeed, in many cases, also during the conceptual design stage, a prelim-
inary layout assessment solution has to meet the customer requirements.
Moreover, the awareness that decisions made in the conceptual design
phase have a huge impact on the life-cycle costs (LCC) of the product,
forced the designer to shift the knowledge required typically in the later
stages (embodiment and detailed design) to the earlier stage (conceptual
design) [23]. From this follows the importance of reusing the design pro-
cess knowledge formalization at the conceptual design stage.

Beyond this aspect, conceptual design is also a very sensitive phase since
requires cost estimation to evaluate variants against economic criteria.
During the offer stage, customer requirements may change due to a nego-
tiation phase in which costs and technical requirements are involved. In
these cases, a rapid evaluation of the variants and their costs are needed.

In order to get rid of problems related to the conceptual design phase,
exposed before, the industrial research gives a huge importance to mod-
ularity in particular starting from the 80ies and the 90ies.

Nowadays, the most used design strategies in ETO companies are Design
Automation [89], Modularization [99] and Configurations [57]. To reduce
time and cost in design phases and fabrication, configurations tools have
been also implementing in ETO companies [106]. However, these tools
are very difficult to be implemented if they have to provide new product
solutions.

Despite such tools, it has been observed that many companies just base
the process on poor empirical models, working by analogy on the basis of
the expertise of senior designers and searching for similar past solutions.
Formal knowledge is embedded from product documents, drawings and
engineering dimensioning algorithms, while tacit knowledge, which is
made of implicit rules, comes from the experience of people with technical
expertise.

Knowledge representation can be classified into five categories: pictorial,
linguistic, virtual, algorithmic and symbolic [78]. Chandrasegaran et al.
show the various forms of knowledge involved at each stage of the design
process and state that in the early design stages, knowledge representa-
tion is predominantly linguistic and pictorial [23]. This also explains the
lack of tools able to support the conceptual design stage.

Knowledge formalization is a critical issue which involves capturing, rep-
resenting, and reusing of past design cases [115]. Moreover the transfer
of the knowledge about design requirements and constraints form senior
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designers to junior designers risks to be imprecise, approximate or incom-
plete [117].

So industries need a tool that should manage the company knowledge on
the product life cycle, particularly the product design and manufacturing
knowledge. Knowledge should be elicited and formalized, so that it can
allow the past cases retrieval and could be a connection between customer
specifications and the product configuration. Finally, the tool should al-
low a rapid definition of a new product configuration and its costs.

KBE applications are helpful to automate the design process avoiding the
subjectivity of the cost estimator (1) and allow saving time for offer gen-
eration (2). KBE systems use stored knowledge for solving problems in a
specific domain, making use of inference mechanism to answer the prob-
lem.

Even if methods have been already analyzed in literature for rapid prod-
uct configuration and early cost estimation, [87] a lack of tools still exist
in the context of ETO products, where traditional tools are not suitable to
support the design activity including new tasks such as parameters opti-
mization [30] and life cycle analysis. This thesis proposes an approach for
the rapid definition of the product structure related to a new ETO prod-
uct, including the early cost evaluation in configurations. The motivation
of the work arise from the need to face the following cost estimation prob-
lems:

• Final cost is strongly affected by the subjectivity of the cost estima-
tor.

• Elaboration of the technical proposal and the economic offer is time
consuming.

• Expertise in a wide area is required.

• Difficulties to pass knowledge from senior designers to junior de-
signers.

• Difficulties in retrieving information of past cases.

• Difficulty of connecting information, for example customer specifi-
cations and BOM.

• Difficulty of making the most economic choices during the product
configuration.

• Difficulty of taking into account the product life-cycle within the
offer.
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The above problems lead to the need of a method and a tool of product
configuration and early cost estimation that can be useful in different sce-
narios of a company: for providers and customers but also for different
areas of the company itself like technical and commercial area.

The optimal solution, that is obtained from the product configuration, is
that characterized from the best cost, the best time of production and the
best performances.

In order to make the most economic choices, cost estimation and opti-
mization criteria should be made step by step during the configuration
process, being aware of the economic impact of every design choice, and
should also guide the cost assessment by considering the entire product
life-cycle [73]. Moreover, design choices should not be guided only by
economic criteria, in fact several parameters should be considered during
product configuration, starting from the conceptual design stage and not
only during the embodiment design phase.

1.2 Research goals

In this context, the main focus of the research have been concentrated in
developing a methodology and a related framework to support early cost
estimation of engineering-to-order (ETO) products throughout the design
phases; in particular on reducing time and effort in the offer stage, which
allows a company to properly manage a greater number of offers in less
time. During these three years the attention has been posed on topics
like as optimization, modularity, product architecture, configuration and
change propagation issues along the design process. In order to apply
abstract concepts to design practice different approaches and tools have
been proposed in literature; anyway concrete software solutions and ap-
plication examples are still lacking or incomplete.

This work started with the understanding of the efforts and time con-
sumed by the design of the draft project (offer stage) and the awareness
that efforts and time spent could be not remunerated by the customer or-
der. Consequently, the main focus of the research is on reducing time and
effort in the offer stage, which allows a company to properly manage a
greater number of offers in less time. Moreover configuration nowadays
still closed principally to the technical department scenario (both for sup-
plier and customer company) and this is also a limitation that not includes
commercial and marketing departments. In facts often configuration soft-
wares are not able to support an historical of orders and quotations, for
example, and they are hardly able to communicate with the most com-
mon company tools. Finally during the configuration phase often it is
not possible the human intervention that could help in particular to solve
sometimes problems easy for humans and difficult for the machines. The
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awareness of these issues, which comes from the industrial world, is well
documented in literature. The objectives of this work derived mostly from
the results of an interview proposed and experimented in different com-
panies that for each company reports the most important needs regarding
the offer stage and the cost estimation.

The methodology and software focus but it is not limited on mechanically
based products that include also non-mechanical systems, i.e. electrical,
hydraulic, electronic, software and automation.

The framework is a computer-aided-design-based system that enable de-
signers to easily represent the product platform, to structure the relations
between modules defined at different levels of detail and, hence, to simu-
late, analyze and evaluate the impact of modifications during new prod-
uct variant design activity. Moreover the design platform aimed at build-
ing a company knowledge repository, which can then be used to design
new products and estimate their costs and at supporting the user in find-
ing solutions for new products having different requirements. In partic-
ular, the support towards the solution aims to simplify the management
of complex design problems characterized by a great number of variables
to be assigned and by several design choices to be done. The support
focuses on dividing the complex problem into more sub-problem more
manageable (modules) and on identifying the design choices to be taken
at the early stages. This knowledge acquisition differently from the past
aggregates micro-contents both from engineering and programmers ex-
perts. This is an important novelty because these two areas are separately
aware of the issues in their field but hardly communicate each other.

A rule-based method, a 3D product modeling environment and a database
are the tools used to manage the framework, to achieve a graphical rep-
resentation of the product variant architecture and to menage orders and
quotations.

As regards the cost estimation, the aim is to extend the evaluation to the
entire product life-cycle. In fact, the objective has been to go beyond the
manufacturing costs, developing cost models that include product de-
sign, maintenance and running costs.

The research goals can be summarized in the following points:

• Development of a methodology able to support the designer from
the configuration to the cost estimation phase in particular reducing
time and efforts during the offer stage.

• Development of a framework able to support the methodology.

• Application of the framework in two industrial case studies.
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1.3 Thesis overview

This thesis consists of three main parts. The first part, which corresponds
to chapter 2, is the theoretical foundation of the research area. Literature
about industry 4.0, knowledge based engineering (KBE), computational
design synthesis (CDS), modularization and configuration, engineering-
to-order products and their design, design structure matrix (DSM), con-
straints satisfaction problems (CSP) and optimization analysis has been
reviewed.

Chapter 3 focuses on the definition of a method that support the designer
towards an optimal solution. This is the actual contribution of the thesis:
a methodology aiming to support the conceptual phase of product design
or modifications during redesign process.

In chapter 4 and chapter 5, the final part, is presented the framework used
for achieving the research goals above discussed. This is splitted in two
chapters because in one it is described the early implementation and in
the other the final development. The early implementation concentrates
on the Design Optimization and has been preparatory for the final de-
velopment that instead concentrates on the Design Configuration. The
solver of the configuration problem implemented in the first implemen-
tation phase has been necessary to test and validate the results. Then this
solver has been improved and has been posed into a more general context,
the final development, even more adapt to the needs of a company that
produces highly customized items. In this two chapter the case studies
used to validate the method are also presented. For the early implemen-
tation is presented the optimization of an oil and gas structure; for the
final development is presented the case study of a cabin operating panel
system.

The definition of an approach and the correlated framework is the result
of a broad literature review and the direct experience in developing such
systems in collaboration with a company that has contributed to this doc-
toral scholarship, Hyperlean s.r.l., that is specialized in software solutions
that support the product life-cycle management.

1.4 Author contribution

This thesis includes methods for supporting design process especially of
modular products in the ETO context. The following features are believed
to be original:

• Elaboration of an approach to formalize the knowledge of a com-
pany that includes more company scenarios.
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• Elaboration of a methodology to represent modular product struc-
ture supporting product modifications unifying human and machine
computation that includes a Design Structured Matrix (DSM)-based
method assisted by the use of constrain satisfaction problems (CSP)
to support the user in finding product modules.

• Elaboration of a configuration framework to be used as bases to de-
velop configuration softwares in the context of modern design sup-
porting systems and that is possible to be integrated to the most
common company tools.

• Utilization of simplified 3D schemes as a means to represent product
layout and also to manage product graphical modifications.

• Developing of customized solutions in some industrial contexts in
order to reach efficiency and time/costs reduction in design and
commercial department.

• Elaboration of an early cost estimation model that considers the prod-
uct life-cycle.
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Chapter 2

Background research

This chapter provides a background for the tools and methods used in this
thesis and gives a literature review regarding similar approaches already
existing.

The first sections of this chapter (Industry 4.0, Engineering-To-Order de-
sign, knowledge based engineering, conceptual design synthesis, config-
uration and modularization) constitute the theoretical background for the
company knowledge formalization and representation described in the
section of the method. The last sections (design structure matrix, con-
straints satisfaction problems and optimization analysis) describe some
tools that have been used to support the design solution search.

2.1 Industry 4.0

The concept of industry from the first industrial revolution to the present
days has undergone profoundly changes. Today we have arrived at the
concept of the fourth industrial revolution and the current period of in-
dustrialization is called Industry 4.0.

A brief history of the industrial revolutions has been presented in Figure
2.1.

FIGURE 2.1: Industrial revolutions
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The first industrial revolution starts in the second half of the eighteenth
century and has been a process that industrialize the society from a preva-
lent context agricultural and artisanal introducing modern machines who
worked with fuels obtained from new energy sources as water and fossil
fuels. The sector most interested has been the textile-metallurgical one
with the introduction of the flying fuse and the steam engine. This first
revolution profoundly changed the socio-economic aspect of society at
the time.

The second industrial revolution starts in the second half of the nineteen
century with the introduction of electricity, chemicals and oil. During this
period the areas of transports, communications and general production
has been enormously modified to respond to the requests of the world
commerce of mass production. The mounting chain is proper of this rev-
olution.

In the second half of the twentieth century the advent and massive intro-
duction of electronics, telecommunications and information technology
in industry bring the world to the third industrial revolution. This revo-
lution affects profoundly the manufacturing sector and starts to pose the
world attention on pollution and green economy.

Nowadays the world has arrived at the fourth industrial revolution also
denominated Industry 4.0. This revolution has a trend in industrial au-
tomation that integrates some new production technologies to improve
working conditions, create new business models and increase the pro-
ductivity and production quality of plants.

The name Industry 4.0 spread from an European initiative inspired to a
German project that included investments in infrastructures, schools, en-
ergy systems, research institutions and companies to modernize the Ger-
man production system and bring German manufacturing back to the top
of the world, making it competitive globally [54].

The success obtained by the Germany persuaded many other Nations to
pursuit this policy. However, several studies have estimated that the au-
tomation of different jobs will lead to a decline in employment of around
7 million jobs compared to just 2 million new jobs. The areas most affected
will be administration and production. The losses will be partially offset
in the financial, management, IT and engineering areas [10].

The Industry 4.0 is based on nine technologies defined pillars[98]:

• Advanced manufacturing solution: interconnected and modular sys-
tems that permit flexibility and best performances;

• Additive manufacturing: production systems which decrease the
waste of materials;
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• Augmented reality: vision systems to guide better operators in car-
rying out daily activities

• Simulations: simulations between interconnected machines to opti-
mize the process;

• Horizontal and vertical integration: information exchange between
all the departments of production process;

• Industrial internet: use of the internet for communication between
elements of production;

• Cloud: implementation of all cloud technology like cloud storage
including also the management of big data through open systems;

• Informatics security: open systems need to have an high degree of
security since they have to respect all the company policies;

• Big data analytics: analysis of the big data in the open systems to
permits forecasts.

As part of the Industry 4.0 modularity and configuration find a further
importance than in the past, as the trend is towards highly customized
products with also the end user participating in the product definition
process. These two technologies, both used in this thesis, are parts of the
pillars advanced manufacturing solution and horizontal and vertical inte-
gration since the last tool implemented is an interconnected and modular
system that guarantees flexibility and best performances and permits the
exchange of information between all the department of production pro-
cess.

2.2 Engineer-to-order products

Engineer-to-order is a production technique that starts upon receipt of a
customer order, whose engineering requirements and specifications are
not known in detail. There is a substantial amount of design and engi-
neering analysis required, these additional activities need to be added to
product lead time.

ETO is essential for those companies with customers needing solutions
that are expected to fit their own unique environment. It begins with con-
cepts that do not have fixed designs and ends in a new, unique product.
This could be any product, from special aircraft to a pair of jeans. But
the typical ETO environment usually deals with the design and build of
unique custom engineered complex machinery and industrial equipment
where disciplines like mechanical, electrical, mechatronics, soft-ware, man-
ufacturing and systems engineering are heavy involved. A business strat-
egy based on ETO products often requires design tools to an efficient gen-
eration of the product variants [34]. Ready-to-use softwares do not exist
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since for every customer they will require a new customization. In this
way the software will be such expensive that will be more convenient to
design products without its help.

The optimization of ETO products is an interesting topic for the engineer-
ing world even if it carries issues as time consumption, subjectivity and
not replicability. In fact, during the conceptual phase, the designer has
to face the satisfaction of all the technical and geometrical request of the
customer. The principal problem is that the final product is often defined
by the experience of the designer that has to solve models which leads
complicate time consuming routines without many helps from software’s.
Sylla et al. review recently this question focusing on how to extend con-
figuration from Assemble-To-Order (ATO) products, that is a more stan-
dard process, to Engineer-To-Order (ETO) situations [106]. Companies
that produce customized and modularized products [15] often reuse and
adapt past solutions. The sales-delivery process of ETO products presents
a considerable potential for design reuse [15]. As analyzed by Sabin and
Wiegel, at the end of 90ies, the design of ETO variants can be seen as a
case-based reasoning (CBR) process, where each new configuration prob-
lem was an adaptation solution of a product family model [93]. As a sec-
ond step, modularity was applied in this context to reuse predesigned
modules [104].

Johansson studied a method that could help manufacturing companies
to manage and to reuse the engineering knowledge related to the ETO
products [52]. Algorithms were implemented to retrieve the engineer-
ing knowledge from Computer-Aided Design (CAD) models and spread-
sheets used in the design of the ETO projects. Camba et al. [19] devel-
oped methods to retrieve knowledge from CAD models by analyzing the
dependencies between each component. A knowledge eliciting approach
was also investigated to support the configurations of the virtual proto-
types [86]. These approaches can be considered valid to support a connec-
tivism in the context of the KBE; however, these approaches do not con-
sider the relation between the geometrical configuration and results of the
simulations. Even if the KBE tools are widely applied in this context, they
are used only to manage the product configuration as a reuse system of
the design knowledge. Therefore, such approaches work well with light
level ETO products, where the term “light” means that the ETO product
corresponds to a standard configuration with minor customizations. ETO
solutions can be classified as “light” if concern minor customization or
as “heavy” when the final solution must be completely engineered with
a major level of customization [106]. As already highlighted by André
and Elgh [5], the future reuse of models in the ETO approach needs to
involve problem solving methods. Additionally, the design of the ETO
systems should simultaneously involve the development of a transdisci-
plinary environment, which requires a cooperation between the design
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and analysis [5].

In the engineering world, products can be classified into two classes: Con-
figuration to Order (CTO) products and Engineering to Order (ETO) prod-
ucts.

CTO products are created by vendor, the customer can only decide be-
tween a range of products but can not customize them. This type of
service guarantees cheaper production costs but limits customer choice.
Many softwares have been implemented to support this kind of produc-
tion. some example of CTO products are shown in the Figure 2.2.

FIGURE 2.2: CTO products examples

ETO products are very different from CTO products due to the necessity
of the engineering and detailed design phases. Figure 2.3 show some ex-
ample of ETO products.

FIGURE 2.3: ETO products examples

The ETO production workflow (Figure 2.4) starts with a definition of all
the technical and geometrical specifics by the customer. Then a prototype,
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physical or virtual, is realized in order to obtain a first cost estimation: this
will consider the requirements that can be divided into product configu-
ration and design specifications. On the prototype is made a performance
analysis and, if it passes all the tests, this phase will end up with a pro-
posal review. If the two parts, the vendor and the customer, agreed, the
process of the embodiment design starts and finish with the field instal-
lation and the acceptance. The embodiment design consists in realize a
CAD model that is modified until the customer does not accept the de-
sign. Then the model is realized and is installed. The product delivery
process requires the design tools to support the decision making during
the stage of the quotation preparation since an ETO company is often in-
volved in many quotation processes [34]. In this context, when the design
targets are not achieved, numerous time-consuming iteration loops are
necessary to optimize the initial solution [81].

FIGURE 2.4: ETO production workflow

Several methods have been described in the literature to support the sys-
tematic design space exploration in the context of the model-based engi-
neering. However, effective tools to capture, reuse, and represent the im-
plicit knowledge in the exploration process of the design space are lack-
ing. These tools must have the ability to learn from previous cases and
developing knowledge based methods for guided assistance in decision
making [118]. Gadeyne et al. described a graphical approach based on the
SysML modeling language with the object constraints language for repre-
senting the model of the design space for a gearbox [41]. Their research
aimed to support the design synthesis during the early embodiment de-
sign [9] to define and fix the product topology, components, architecture
and connections. The definitions of these parameters at the early design
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stage exert a considerable influence on the final product cost [79]. De-
signers apply design rules, tables, formulas, and relations during the en-
gineering design process. Artificial intelligence technologies such as rule
based reasoning [24], constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) [106], case-
based reasoning (CBR) [126] are mainly adopted as the problem solving
mechanisms for obtaining the configuration solutions. An ETO applica-
tion was analysed by Cicconi et al. [30]. He proposes an approach to per-
form the configuration and the optimization of oil & gas ducts. However,
his approach lacks a CSP module to reduce the variation of the parameters
to be optimized. Lin et al. [63] proposed a TRIZ-based approach to sup-
port design when the solutions of optimization methods do not meet the
objectives of problems to solve. His approach is focused on the analysis of
system contradictions which extracts data from the simulations generated
from the optimization loop.

All these studies highlight that the tools to integrate the configurations
and optimizations into the same design workflow for products with a
high level of customization are lacking. A reason is that a high level of
customization cannot be managed using standard interfaces. The recent
improvements in computational analysis have continuously enhanced the
development of the design optimization practices. However, ETO struc-
tures require a design platform that can optimize the product at different
levels, integrating several design tools to reduce time and cost.

2.3 Knowledge Based Engineering

An expert system (or Knowledge based systems KBS) is defined as a tool
that stores and accumulates specific knowledge of different areas and gen-
erates solutions in a user interface to given problems [101].

Knowledge based engineering (KBE) is a subset of KBS and is a research
field that comprehends methodologies and technologies to acquire, for-
malize and represent in an IT system, product and process engineering
knowledge to achieve automation of repetitive design tasks and to im-
plement multidisciplinary design optimization [115]. More specifically
it tries to increase dynamic calculus of excels with generative geometry,
ability to write reports, ability to increase automation and intelligence in
CADs programs, teaching them design rules and engineering knowledge
[91]. KBE has its roots in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and in Object-Oriented
Programming (OOP) with a particular focus on product engineering de-
sign and downstream activities such as analysis, manufacturing, produc-
tion planning cost estimation and even sales. The historical roots of KBE
come from expert systems of the 1960s.
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KBE typical application is in the design of aircraft. This is an application
case that shows how this technique could be efficient in helping the de-
signer to analyze and solve problems than must face frequently [129]. One
of the hard challenges in the aircraft design is the modelling of the har-
ness 3D routing. The difficulty stays in its intrinsic complexity, but also
in the increasing of the design constraints and in its dependency on any
little change. Zhu e al. [129] proposed methods based on KBE and opti-
mization to reach minimum cost routing solutions that satisfy constraints
of all relevant design rules.

In order to develop a KBE application, a previous step of knowledge for-
malization is required. It is important to collect both tacit and formal
knowledge. Formal knowledge is embedded from product documents,
drawings and engineering dimensioning algorithms, while tacit knowl-
edge, which is made of implicit rules, comes from the experience of peo-
ple with technical expertise. Knowledge formalization is a critical issue
which involves capturing, representing and reusing knowledge of vari-
ous forms. Several methodologies for knowledge capture and formaliza-
tion are available in literature for KBE. One of the most well-known KBE
methodologies is the methodology and software tools oriented to knowl-
edge based engineering applications (MOKA). This methodology, based
on eight KBE life-cycle steps and expressed in accompanying case-specific
informal and formal models, is designed to take a project from inception
towards industrialization and actual use [102]. Recently has been intro-
duced the concept of Human computation [109] that can ease the knowl-
edge formalization. Human computation makes arise constraints, that
represents knowledge, gathering micro-contributions from experts.

A KBE system is a general-purpose tool which does not contain any knowl-
edge about any specific domain. Developing a KBE application is mostly
about writing code using a KBE programming language. State-of-the-art
KBE systems provide the user with an object-oriented language, which
allows modeling the domain knowledge as a coherent network of classes
[91].

The language of KBE systems is characterized by a declarative style, i.e.
the order in which object are declared is not relevant. Most of KBE lan-
guages are based on object oriented dialects of Lisp programming lan-
guage [91] which was used in artificial intelligence research and imple-
mentation. The define-object operator is the basic means to apply the
object-oriented paradigm in KBE application, allowing to define classes,
sub-classes, objects and relationships of inheritance, aggregation and as-
sociation.

One of the most important features of KBE systems is the integration with
CAD environment, which allows to generate and manipulate geometry
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by means of the programming language. This reveals the close link be-
tween KBE and the fields of design automation and optimization. The
focus of engineering design automation is on automating repetitive or
routine design tasks, e.g. CAD models and dimensional drawings gen-
eration. For instance, Frank et al. [40] have presented a framework of
engineering design automation for creating complex CAD models, which
has been applied to some parts of cranes. Instead, the aim of design op-
timization is to find out a valid design solution, within a solution space,
which minimizes or maximizes a given objective function (e.g. the weight
of a steel structure).

Different contributions to design optimization problems have been pro-
vided, mostly regarding structural optimization. Cicconi et al. [29] de-
velop a platform in which an optimization tool and a FEM (Finite Ele-
ment Methods) analysis software have been integrated in order to support
the automatic optimization of a steel structure. Solutions exploration has
been done by means of a design of experiment (DOE) plan. In fact, DOE
theory is a traditional way to explore possible solutions, which makes use
of a multi-variation approach [68]. Verhagen et al. [115] made a review of
KBE and identified the current shortcomings and the research challenges
of this topic. In particular, the improvement of the methodological sup-
port for KBE has been identified as the most important research challenge.

2.4 Configuration

The configuration is defined as delivering customized products by means
of mass/serial production, which is achieved by designing a configurable
product, whose variants cover the needed variation. Configurable prod-
uct is defined in configuration model. The configuration model represents
the available components or modules, rules of their correct combinations,
and rules on how to achieve the desired product properties for a customer.

The product configuration is an essential approach for selecting various
components to constitute a customized product with the aim of meeting
the specific requirements of a customer [127].

Configuration is a special case of design activity with two key features:
the final product is assembled from instances of a fixed set of well-defined
component types and the components interact with each other in prede-
fined ways [93]. Component types are chosen from sets of alternative
components, namely instances, characterized by properties. Constraints
restrict the solution space, e.g. the way in which components can be com-
bined each other. Sabin and Weigel [93] also assert that given a set of
customer requirements and a product family description, the task of con-
figuration is to find a valid and completely specified product structure
among the alternatives the generic structure describes.
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A configuration task also involves two different steps: representing the
problem and finding a solution for the problem posed. Representing the
problem refers to the description of the knowledge formalization, which
is the most critical issue. The knowledge acquisition process provide the
list of the selected component (BOM) as well as the product structure and
topology (product architecture).

Configurators are the most common tools to support product configura-
tion. They are softwares that guide the users through the configuration
process, implementing rules and a knowledge base for a rapid selection
of the most suitable product configurations [48]. Configurators are mostly
thought to be used by customers for selecting the product that matches his
needs, paying at the same time attention to make him aware of the costs
of every choice made.

Generally, the CTO production is based on configurators because these
tools support customers and designers in the selection of already defined
solutions. The main advantage of this approach is the reusing of past so-
lutions avoiding new design efforts related to simulations, engineering
design, cost estimations, etc. In this context, products can be simple ma-
chines or even types of machinery. Felferning et al. [37] distinguish sev-
eral types of product configurators basing on their different goals and on
the level of configuration freedom. Otherwise, the design of more com-
plex systems often requires an ETO approach with customization. The
customization can be related to specific normative, boundary conditions,
sizing, special requirements or other. Therefore, ETO products are often
complex structures, types of machinery, and even plants. To reduce time
and cost in design phases and fabrication, configurations tools have been
also implementing in ETO companies [106]. However, these tools are very
difficult to be implemented if they have to provide new product solutions.
ETO configurators have a high level of complexity since the knowledge
domain of ETO products is enormous and not fixed. In addition, the prod-
uct configuration requires in these cases an engineering effort so that it is
impossible to make the task automatic.

Each component is uniquely identified by its set of properties, describing
its function and performance. Properties can be classified into attributes,
resources and ports. Attributes are used to describe the features of a com-
ponent, i.e. geometry, weight, functions. A resource is something pro-
vided by some components and consumed by others. Resources are used
in configuration models to check for balance issues. Ports describe the
way in which a component can interact with other components of the do-
main. Ports are used in a component to impose restrictions on the type
and number of components that can be connected to it.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques, like XCON system [64], have their
foundations on configuration. XCON was a rule-based configurator, i.e.
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production rules (if-then structures) were used to express configuration
knowledge. The main problem of rule-based configurators is the interde-
pendence between domain and problem knowledge, which causes enor-
mous efforts in knowledge base development and maintenance [100]. The
problems encountered with the use of rule-based configurators have re-
sulted in the development of model-based configurators, in which the do-
main knowledge is completely separate from the problem-solving knowl-
edge.

Nowadays, most of the configuration environments are component-based,
e.g. SAP, Siemens, ConfigIT [67], EngCon [37], Tacton [76]. Moreover, con-
figuration environments have been made more usable and are often inte-
grated into enterprise resource planning (ERP Enterprise Resource Plan-
ning) systems, which are widely used in the industrial area.

Configuration is a research area that still alive also today, even if the
scopes of the research are changed. Tiihonen and Felfernig [109] analyzed
how personalization can be incorporated into mass customization. They
arise the problem that mass configuration could confuse customer some-
times for the large variety of products available and sometimes because it
not explained why during the configuration no product satisfies the filters
(diagnosis is poor). In order to get rid of this uneasiness, personalization
techniques should be applied. They introduce the concept of user model
ranges that are capable of reduce the range of products to be presented to
the customer. Examples of these techniques are collaborative filters that
presents products already evaluated positively and content-based recom-
mendation that analyzed purchased products from the customer and pro-
pose similar products. Another open point of configuration is how to get
an open configuration, e.g. configuration should be open to more scenar-
ios like seller, customer and technical sales. To answer to this last points
Felfernig et al. [37] states that this can be possible if three concepts collab-
orate: community-based knowledge engineering, group-based configu-
ration and flexible product enhancement. Community-based knowledge
engineering is an approach that makes interacts between them engineers
and programmers in order to complete each other knowledge. Group-
based configuration expects that a group interacts in a configuration pro-
viding decision making mechanisms. Flexible product enhancement re-
quires flexibility in the group decision making in order to get a configura-
tion that respects, in part, all the opinions.

Finally also during configuration is desirable the human computation al-
ready introduced in Section 2.3 [109]. In the context of configuration it
means that the user can interact during configuration if the process find
a bottleneck that may became largely time consuming. The configurator
proposes some alternatives that solve the bottleneck and the user should
choose among these alternatives. This point, even if is in the last part
of this section, is fundamental since traditional configurators and design
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synthesis systems are rigid and static. This thesis explores the possibility
of a collaboration between designer and software in order to obtain more
flexible solutions to enlarge the creativity space.

2.5 Computational Design Synthesis

Besides KBE and configuration, Computational Design Synthesis (CDS) is
a research area focused on activities that automate the design phase in the
production, generating automatically alternatives in order to avoid long
and useless routine works [20]. Thus, a major goal of design synthesis is
to support the creation of a large number of alternatives of high value,
while in KBE and product configuration systems the product architecture
is almost predefined within certain limits. In fact, the aim of CDS is to
support designers at a crossroads without a known direction to pursue
or when the range of possible solutions for a task is too wide to be gras-
pable manually [18]. Some tools have been developed but they remain
too time and memory consuming. Mueller et al. apply this method to de-
sign and optimize parts for additive manufacturing processes [70]. In his
work he analyzed parameters of the 3D printing process and gathered the
necessary information to understand variations of 3D printed structures.
The resulting parameters led to build accurate part models and optimize,
fabricate, and test them in the best way.

CDS is used in every Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE) application to
automate design routines and to implement a multidisciplinary product
design.

Chakrabarti et al. [22] made an overview of CDS research, it is divided in
three major approaches: function-based synthesis, grammar-based syn-
thesis and analogy-based synthesis.

Function-based synthesis includes several methodologies merged around
the functional decomposition of solutions, taking designers through steps
that help decompose a design problem and build conceptual solutions
based on the product functionality. All these models try to find connec-
tions between functional aspects of product and behavioral, structural
and environmental ones. In grammar-based synthesis, generative graph
and spatial grammars are used to computationally encoding knowledge
in order to create designs: it is defined a vocabulary and a rule-set that
operates on it, the generated design language can be used to quickly gen-
erate standard or novel design alternatives.

For instance, Wyatt et al. [125] describe a product architecture as a net-
work in which nodes represent components and links connections or other
relations. The space of possible architectures is the complete set of possi-
ble combinations of elements that satisfy the constraints. Along the same
lines, Müenzer [66] discusses an approach for the generic transformation
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of product concepts to Bond-graph-based simulation models in order to
generate, explore and evaluate large solution spaces. The actual research
in grammar-based synthesis is the automatic learning of grammar rules.
In fact, engineering grammars would be more readily applied if rules
could be learned and adapted on their own by the software.

Finally, analogy-based synthesis is defined as the cognitive process of
transferring information from a particular subject to another one. In par-
ticular, the case base reasoning (CBR) is used to adapt old situations to
new demands, old cases are used to interpret new solutions [56].

2.6 Modularization and product platform

This section reviews the concepts of modularity and product platform,
which play a key role in mass customization strategies. The architec-
ture of a product is the scheme by which the functional elements of the
product (the individual operations and transformations that contribute to
the overall performance of the product [114]) are arranged into physical
blocks (parts, components, and subassemblies) and by which the blocks
interact. Mostly, products belong to a family of products, i.e. product
variants based on a common platform. Product family can be defined as a
group of related products that share common features, components, sub-
systems and satisfy a variety of market requirements [36]. The industrial
importance of modularity has grown in the last forty years, when mass
customization has more and more replaced the traditional mass produc-
tion.

Modularity is a fundamental part of the product platform thinking: it
enables the development of product families using shared assets with a
cost-effectiveness advantage [77]: it brings cost savings and other gains
in terms of sourcing, manufacturing, and quality control.

Modularity is the standardization of building blocks in order to actuate
product platforms. The first known type of modularity is the assembly
based modularization where modules are physical assemblies. Having a
modular structure helps to organizing the production, managing the life
cycle of a product or managing the variants in product palette. However,
the more interesting type of a product platform is formed of function-
based modules. In customer variant product, the variation often is con-
nected to product functionalities, so this kind of platform supports cus-
tomer variation, which is an essential point in business today. Modules
are defined as physical structures that have a one-to-one correspondence
with functional structures [113]. Hölttä-Otto asserts that a module is an
independent building block of a larger system with a specific function
and well-defined interface. She also states that a module has fairly loose
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connections with the rest of the system if the interconnections of the inter-
faces are carefully considered, this allows its independent development,
outsourcing, manufacturing and recycling [50].
Modular products have been defined as machines, assemblies or com-
ponents that fulfil various overall functions through the combination of
building blocks (distinct function units) or modules [79]. Each module
provides one or more well-defined functions of the product and includes
several variants that deliver different performance level for the function(s)
the product should accomplish.
These products can be modeled in 3D using product families in CAD
tools. The use of a product family in the 3D modeling allows a wide range
of variants to be generated by one unique parametric CAD document
[124]. However, the definition of a product structure is still a challeng-
ing task in the modular design, as highlighted by Windheim et al. [124].
Modularity is also applied in ETO systems such as oil & gas plants [107].
A modular plant consists of many modules which include pre-fabricated
units [44]. A dedicated design strategy is needed to exploit all the ad-
vantages offered by modularity in terms of cost and project risk reduction
that must face frequently[129].

Regarding past research on ETO approaches, other topics have been in-
vestigated in the last two decades such as Design for Manufacturing and
Assembly [45], Feature-Based Costing [75] and Design-To-Cost [33]. How-
ever, these applications for the ETO industry requires the definition of a
Knowledge Base (KB) to formalize the implicit, explicit and tacit knowl-
edge [65].

In developing a platform architecture, two alternative approaches can be
used: a function-based approach or a component-based approach. While
the first one takes a more general view to define common functions in-
dependent of any particular embodiment decision, the second one uses a
priori knowledge of the most relevant components needed [77].

Höltta & Salonen [51] identified three systematic modularity methods: (1)
function structure heuristic methods [103], (2) clustering of Design Struc-
ture Matrix (DSM) [83] and (3) the Modular Function Deployement (MFD)
method [35].

The first method arises from the functional model of the product, that is
defined following the guidelines of Pahl et al. [79]. A function structure is
a functional decomposition, intended as a block diagram, both of all the
functions of the product and also of the flows, of material, energy, and
information, that are established between them. Functions represent the
input/output relationships of a system, or of a product, that are intended
to perform a task. A function is a pair of verb-noun, connected by flows
of energy, material and signal. The functional structure of the product
shown in Figure 2.5 is splitted into sub functions of lower complexity,
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which have to be connected through the flows of energy, material and
signals.

FIGURE 2.5: Scheme of a functional decomposition

Function-based representations are largely used during the conceptual
design stage. Summers and Rosen [105] discuss three different model-
ing approaches with a focus on conceptual design and make a compari-
son of the types of information supported by these representations. The
above cited function structure heuristic methods [103] are: dominant flow,
branching flow and conversion-transmission pair; they identify groups of
functions so that each group constitutes a module.

DSM is a method to manage complex system [114]: it can provide a com-
pact representation of the product architecture in terms of relationships
between its constituent components. Specific algorithms allow to identify
modules within a DSM, a module in a DSM is a group of components,
based on their interactions. While the function structure heuristic meth-
ods require function structures and are suitable for the function-based ap-
proach, DSM method can be applied without function structures using
the component-based approach.

MFD [35] is also based on functional decomposition but in this method
modularity drivers are also considered. Modularity drivers, like technol-
ogy evolution, common units or styling, are then mapped against func-
tions.
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2.7 Design Structured Matrix

A design structure matrix (DSM) is a simple and compact visualization of
a complex decisional system that supports innovative solutions to decom-
position and integration problem [16]. DSM is a square matrix NxN used
to represent the dependencies between N elements of a system. DSMs can
be divided into static and time-based. Browning identifies four applica-
tions for DSMs:

• Component-Based or Architecture DSM (static): it organizes prod-
uct architecture.

• Team-Based or Organizational DSM (static): it organizes teams of
people.

• Activity-Based or Schedule DSM (time-based): it sequences activi-
ties.

• Parameter-Based DSM (time-based): it sequences parameters.

The component-based DSM is used to model system component relation-
ships and to identify modules in product architecture. The team-based
DSM is quite similar to the previous, but it is used to analyze inter-team
interfaces, which provide the greatest leverage to improve the organiza-
tion. Static DSMs are used for representing the interactions between ele-
ments, to identify several blocks of elements in which the interactions are
maximized. Binary DSMs allow to represent only the existence of a rela-
tion, whereas numerical DSMs use a numerical value to show the strength
of a relation. Once the components and their interactions are placed in the
DSM, a clustering algorithm can be applied to group the components so
that the interactions in the clusters are maximized and out of the clusters
are minimized. Various clustering algorithms have been created with the
goal of module definition in mind, e.g. Thebeau developed a clustering
algorithm based on simulated annealing [108].

On the contrary, time-based DSMs are used to show dependencies be-
tween the elements of a system, i.e. activities or parameters. Time-based
DSMs are generally binary where the presence of a 1 (or a X) in ij item
means that the activity (or the parameter) i depends on the activity (or
the parameter) j. If a 1 (or a X) is both in ij and ji items, the activities (or
the parameters) are interdependent. Activity-based DSM is used to se-
quence a set of activities according to their dependencies and to identify
blocks of activities which are affected by mutual dependencies. These ac-
tivities must be solved in an iterative manner in order to proceed with the
following activities. Parameter-based DSM is actually a low-level of the
activity-based DSM. In fact, while an activity-based DSM can be used to
model a design process, a parameter-based DSM can be used to represent
the relationships between the parameters of the design process. In order
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to sequence an activity (or parameter)-based DSM, several partition algo-
rithms can be found in literature, e.g. the reachability matrix method calls
for finding a multi-level hierarchical decomposition for the matrix [119].
By means of partition tools, it is possible to reorder the DSM and even-
tually find the coupled blocks of parameters that are affected by mutual
dependencies. Aggregation, decomposition and tearing are the possible
alternatives to solve the coupled blocks [16]. While aggregation consists
in collapsing two or more activities in order to remove interdependen-
cies, decomposition attempts to explode coupled activities in lower-level
activities which are not mutually dependent. Finally, tearing consists in
removing dependencies and making assumptions in order to exit the loop
of coupled activities (or parameters) and proceed with the process.

2.8 Constraint satisfaction problems

Generally, designers use and manage design rules, tables, formulas, and
relations during the mechanical design process that can finally be ex-
plained by a set of rules. This set of rules in Mathematics is named Con-
straint Satisfaction Problem (CSP). A CSP problem could be defined as
an object that is a mathematical model which reproduces the behavior of
the physical system [47] represented from variables that must satisfy a
set of constraints. The model to be applied is parametric; therefore, each
variable can change is value in a defined variation range. A constraint
on a set of variables is a restriction on the values that those variables
can take simultaneously. Conceptually, a constraint can be represented
by means of matrices, equations, inequalities or relations. These types of
problems are tasks for research in Artificial Intelligence and Operational
Research. They are extremely interesting in particular in the Computa-
tional Design Synthesis or in the Knowledge Based Engineering because
they are a powerful mean to express engineering problems and pursuit
solutions in product design, supporting the knowledge-intensive process
[49]. There are numerous methods to solve this kind of problems and
many other methods are studied in order to increase time speed and cal-
culus precision. The more commons are backtracking, branch and bound
and depth first search with their variations.

Backtracking is a technique that consists to search a solutions pruning the
combination that do not satisfy some constraint [59]. It explores a graph
tree remembering all the nodes already analyzed, in that way, if a path
must be pruned, it can come back to the node that is not visited jet with-
out the risk to move in a path already explored[112]. The backtracking
algorithm has an exponential complexity, so it is not so efficient for not
NP-complete problems[128]. Nevertheless, the algorithm integrates some
heuristic techniques that allow to decrease complexity [25]. Figure 2.6
describes the backtracking search process.
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FIGURE 2.6: Backtracking search process

Depth first search is another technique of tree search, its particularity is
that the algorithm can explore nodes far from the root without having
visited the nodes of first generation [95]. The search strategy explores the
graph reaching the deepest possible node in it. Once all the deepest nodes
are analyzed, the algorithm comes back to explore all the previous ones.
Figure 2.7 describes the depth first search algorithm.

FIGURE 2.7: Depth first search algorithm

Branch and bound is a general technique particulary used to solve fi-
nite optimization problems. It starts, first of all, subdividing the original
problem in sub-problems easier to solve. Branch and bound algorithms
are called of implicit enumeration since they enumerate all the possible
solutions and tries all of them, but some will be deleted proving their
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non-optimality [69]. Figure 2.8 describes the enumeration process of the
branch and bound algorithm.

FIGURE 2.8: Branch and bound process

The CSP approach is a method largely studied in different fields of sci-
ence. It is important in robotics; in fact, as already said, it is considered
as a method of the Artificial Intelligence. Panesc et al. consider holonic
coordination through a combination between the contract net protocol
(CNP) and distributed constraint satisfaction problem (DisCSP) and how
the designed method can be confirmed by appropriate models and ana-
lyzing tools [80]. Trabelsi et al. [111] applied a CSP method to support the
preliminary design of a linear vehicle suspension system. This research,
which was focused on the sizing of the system, proposes a comparison
between conventional design methods and shows how the computation
time related to CSP models is satisfactory. They developed a simple de-
sign principle for an untethered, entirely soft, swimming robot with the
ability to achieve directional propulsion without batteries and on-board
electronics. Mathematicians study the difficulties of these problems to
help the resolution of them. In particular Butalov et al. focus them-
selves on weighted Boolean CSP and their complexity [17]. Carvalho et
al. study the duality of non-uniform CSP by the use of non-linearity in-
volving trees of bounded path-width [21]. Jonssona et al. present a gen-
eral result for characterizing computationally hard fragments and, under
certain side conditions, this result implies that polynomial-time solvable
fragments are only to be found within two limited families of sets of re-
lations [53]. Risk management also use CSP to find solutions for their
problems. Gouriveau et al. extend with CSP the CBR interest: not only
the case base will be a support to manage risks but also a support to man-
age decisions [46]. Leet et al. examines how data sharing has the potential
to create risk for enterprises in retail, supply chain collaboration and pro-
poses a new algorithm using CSP to remove sensitive knowledge from
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the released database based on the intersection lattice of frequent item
sets [60].

CSP approach is largely used also in engineering in particular in the de-
sign phase and in the life management of the product. The design process
of manufactured products has been taking into account technical, eco-
nomic, and social aspects for about 15 years [39]. Generally, explicit and
implicit rules are necessary to support a design phase [38]. In fact, the me-
chanical design is an interactive and synthesis process to define choices
such as materials, dimensions, and shapes [38].

A CSP model implements all these knowledge representations as mathe-
matical constraints. For this reason, a lot of research is focused on tech-
niques and methods for design optimization. Fisher et al. proposed a
product development process from the early phases to the embodiment
design phases [39]. They enhanced the design collaboration and knowl-
edge sharing to coordinate the design process in the first phases of the
development of a new product. They also implemented a CSP tool into
the design workflow to rapidly generate design solutions that could be
also exchanged through the design process. However, they did not con-
sider an optimization approach related to the CSP analysis.

A multidisciplinary design optimization advisor system [121] and the im-
plementation of an ICAD generative model [92] was proposed in the de-
sign of aircraft applications. Lin [63] proposed a TRIZ-based approach to
support design when the solutions of optimization methods do not meet
the objectives of problems to solve. His approach is focused on the anal-
ysis of system contradictions which extracts data from the simulations
generated from the optimization loop. Yang and Dong proposed a CSP
approach to address the problems related to the configuration conflicts in-
volving structural restrictions, configuration rules, and repair rules [127].
A framework for collaborative top-down assembly design using CSP is
presented by Gao et al. [42] which allows a group of designers geograph-
ically dispersed to collaboratively conduct top-down assembly design of
complex products with their design knowledge and experience in a com-
puter supported cooperative work environment. Andrée et al. [6] in-
troduce a design platform (DP) based on CSP that aims to support the
development of customized products when traditional platform concepts
do not suffice. Other studies focuses on managing design change order
in a PLM platform using CSP (Ducellier et al. [31]). Other issues are in-
vestigated by Pitiot et al.[84] that also considers the problem of mix the
ERP characteristics, that are also important in the engineering approach,
with the characteristics of a simple configurator, they elaborate a method
that preconfigure the products solving a problem that involves only non-
negotiable requirements obtaining a solution space of reduced configu-
rations and afterwards optimizing this reduced solution space. They fo-
cused on the optimization. These authors considered a constraint filtering
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process in evolutionary algorithms, obtaining satisfactory results in terms
of the time and convergence. Yvars [82] introduced a multi-objective de-
terministic CSP approach to solve a pareto bi-criterion optimization to
reduce the size and the complexity of the design phase satisfying con-
flicting criteria. However, this approach does not consider the integration
of the design workflow with other tools such as external configuration
software or numerical FEM solvers. In the context of oil & gas applica-
tions, [27] describes an optimization workflow to reduce the weight of
big steel structures. This approach considers the integration of FEM sim-
ulations into the optimization analysis. He proposed a research example
focused on a bolt coupling [82]. His research used CSP methods to reduce
the size and the complexity of the design phase. The use of FEM solvers
increases the calculation time and requires the use of other kinds of opti-
mization algorithms such as GAs (Genetic Algorithms) [27]. Raffaeli et al.
[88] also studied CSP problems. Their focus was on mechanical systems
such as Engineer-To-Order (ETO) products. These complex products re-
quire a more complex formalization of knowledge. He studied a CSP ap-
proach for a further implementation into a generic configuration system.
Generally, design parameters in CSP problems must satisfy a collection
of constraints related to standard, customer requirements, marketing re-
quirements, etc.
Besides the constraint-based knowledge representation, graphical and logic-
based knowledge representation have been developed. Both feature mod-
els and UML configuration models fall into graphical knowledge repre-
sentation. Answer set programming (ASP), description logics (DL) and
hybrid configuration (HC) are different approaches to perform a logic-
based knowledge representation. In particular, ASP maps a logic-based
configuration model into propositional logic theories, which are solvable
by means of boolean satisfiability (SAT) solvers. Since ASP allows a component-
oriented representation by using a first order logic-based knowledge rep-
resentation, it is a valid alternative to CSP.
In the last 10s, the research on CSP has been focusing on the way to sim-
plify the numerical problem. The motivation is related to the computa-
tional cost which affects the classical algorithms. In 2009, Vu et al. stud-
ied a new method to reduce the space of solutions. They used multiple
enclosures techniques during the constraint propagation [116]. In 2013,
Bistarelli et al. applied the concepts of substitutability and interchange-
ability in CSP with soft constraints [13]. In particular, a soft CSP is a solu-
tion problem which implements constraints that have a set of preference
values. This technique is usually applied in solutions such as heuristics
and adaptive. Anyway, the employment of soft constraints has improved
the efficiency of branch and bound algorithms in CSP solutions.

Several tools and solvers have been introduced to solve CSP problems.The
most used techniques are variants of backtracking, constraint propaga-
tion, and local search. The branching factor at each level of the tree is
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equal to the number of variables not yet assigned, multiplied by the num-
ber of values that each variable can take. Gecode [97] is a development
platform which implements CSP algorithms. This open and free frame-
work is a programmable toolkit for extensions based on C++. Gecode
already contains many features but its strength is in the fact that it is pro-
grammable: it supports the implementation of new constraints, strategies
and search methods [97]. Moreover, Gecode is efficient in time and mem-
ory consuming. It has been used to solve over 50000 test cases with good
results. However, Gecode has some limitations: it does not support geo-
metrical constraints, it does not support connections with database, it has
also limitations with using constraints that involves strings and finally
the connection with other software must be implemented with custom li-
braries. Münzer [66] proposed Gecode to implement part of a model to
search design solutions derived from a set of specified techniques. His
method consists in defining a metamodel of the problem and its con-
straints, finding the interconnections, assigning variables using Gecode
and optimizing an objective function using simulating annealing. The ap-
proach for the resolution is based on ad-hoc algorithms that compare all
found solutions at the same depth (with usually the same cost) to avoid
running in infinite paths.

Other tools have been analyzed to solve CSP problems such as MiniZinc
[60], FlatZinc, Choco, Cream and Jacop.

MiniZinc is a medium-level constraint modelling platform based on Zinc
language [47]. It can be mapped onto existing solvers. Algorithms devel-
oped with MiniZinc are compiled in FlatZinc language which exploits the
advantages of a library of pre-defined constraints.

FlatZinc is a low-level programming language which can directly interact
with solver such as Gecode and others [110] to translate the CSP model
into the language required by the defined solver.

Choco is another free open-source Java library dedicated to CSP problems
[85]. The user can define its problem in a declarative way by stating the
constraints that he wants to satisfy. Then, the related CSP model is solved
by alternating constraint filtering algorithms with a search engine.

Cream is a Class Library for Constraint Programming; Jacop is a Java-
based constraint solver.

These tools and others have all the same problem that they cannot be
programmed; thus, plug-in and extensions are not allowed.

Nowadays, different commercial tools and mathematical algorithms are
available to support the engineering design in fields such as mechanics,
electronics, and civil. However, a lack still exists in the development of
a flexible and agile design methods to support the optimization work-
flow [2]. Even if the design complexity can be managed using a KBE
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tool, CSP methods, and optimization algorithms, a lack of tools still exists
in the development of a flexible and agile design method to support the
optimization workflow [2]. The product configuration allows the past de-
sign solutions to be reused; however, the delivery of the ETO products re-
quires an engineering analysis before closing the order with the customer.
Therefore, the configuration tools can only support a predesign phase in
the ETO context. Furthermore, the traditional commercial tools cannot
support the designer from the early configuration phase to the product
optimization phase including simulations and CAD automation.

2.9 Machine learning

Machine learning is a branch of artificial intelligence that collects methods
developed in the last decades of the twentieth century in various scientific
communities, such as: computational statistics, pattern recognition, artifi-
cial neural networks, adaptive filtering, dynamical systems theory, image
processing, data mining, adaptive algorithms.... Machine learning uses
statistical methods to improve the performance of an algorithm in identi-
fying patterns in data. In the field of computer science, machine learning
is a variant of traditional programming in which a machine prepares itself
the ability to learn something from data, without explicit instructions [4].

Arthur Samuel, who coined the term in 1959 [94], identifies two distinct
approaches. The first method, referred to a neural network, develops
general-purpose machine learning machines whose behavior is learned
following a reward-and-punishment-based learning routine. The second,
more specific, method is to reproduce the equivalent of a highly organized
network designed to learn only specific activities. The second procedure,
which requires supervision and requires reprogramming for each new ap-
plication, is much more computationally efficient.

Machine learning is closely related to pattern recognition and computa-
tional theory of learning [12] and explores the study and construction of
algorithms that can learn from a set of data and make predictions about it,
[55] by building inductively a model based on samples. Machine learning
is used in those fields of computer science where designing and program-
ming explicit algorithms is impractical.

Machine learning is linked to, and often overlaps with, computational
statistics, which are concerned with making predictions using computers.
Machine learning is also strongly linked to mathematical optimization,
which provides methods, theories and application domains to this field.
For commercial uses, machine learning is known as predictive analytics.

Computational analysis of machine learning algorithms and their perfor-
mance is a branch of theoretical computer science called learning theory.
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The main objective of machine learning is that a machine is able to gen-
eralize from its own experience: it must be able to carry out inductive
reasoning. In this context, generalization refers to the ability of a machine
to accurately complete new examples or tasks that it has never observed
after having experienced a set of learning data[11]. The training exam-
ples are assumed to come from some probability distribution, generally
unknown, that is considered representative of the occurrence space of the
phenomenon to be learned; the machine has the task of building a gen-
eral probabilistic model of the space of occurrences in order to be able to
produce sufficiently accurate predictions when subjected to new cases.

Machine learning tasks are typically classified into three broad categories,
depending on the nature of the "signal" used for learning or the "feed-
back" available to the learning system [74]. These categories, also called
paradigms, are:

• supervised learning, in which examples are given to the model in
the form of possible inputs and their respective desired outputs and
the goal is to extract a general rule that associates the inputs with
the correct output;

• unsupervised learning, in which the model aims to find a structure
in the inputs provided, without labeling the inputs in any way;

• reinforcement learning, in which the model interacts with a dynamic
environment in which it tries to reach a goal, having a teacher who
only tells him if he has achieved the goal.

Another categorization of machine learning tasks arises when considering
the desired output of the machine learning system: classification, regres-
sion and clustering.

In the classification, the outputs are divided into two or more classes and
the learning system must produce a model that assigns the inputs not yet
seen to one or more of these. This is usually addressed in a supervised
manner. Spam filtering is an example of classification, where the inputs
are emails and the classes are "spam" and "not spam". In regression, which
is also a supervised problem, the output and model used are continuous.
An example of regression is the determination of the cost of an engineer-
ing component knowing only on some features. In clustering, a set of
inputs is divided into groups. It differ from classification in the fact that
groups are not known before, this is a typical unsupervised task.

Even if machine learning techniques seems to be very promising they
have some issues linked to them.

Since the training examples are finite sets of data and there is no way of
knowing the future evolution of a model, learning theory offers no guar-
antee on the performance of the algorithms. On the other hand, it is quite
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common for such performances to be constrained by probabilistic limits.
In addition to performance limitations, learning theorists study the time
complexity and feasibility of learning itself. A computation is considered
feasible if it can be performed in polynomial time.

For generalization, the complexity of the inductive hypothesis must equal
the complexity of the function underlying the data. If the hypothesis is
less complex than the function, then the model manifests underfitting. If
the complexity of the model is increased in response, the learning error
decreases. On the contrary, if the hypothesis is too complex, then the
model shows overfitting and the generalization will be poorer [3].

The last problem is related to the number of the training examples. This is
an unknown that depends principally on the inputs features of the model
but it should be consistent to produce a relevant output, in the order of
hundreds or better thousands. Such a large amount of training data is
hardly to found and this affects the reliability of the prediction model.

2.10 Optimization analysis

Optimization analysis are based on searching the parameters configura-
tion which optimizes the target objectives [63]. In this approach, con-
straints are defined as limits, which are represented through Boolean checks
(if <condition> then <instruction-1> else <instruction-2>), which are gen-
erally evaluated at the end of an optimization workflow. The condition to
be verified is a rule or a formula which regards the know-how of the prod-
uct knowledge. However, if an optimization analysis requires the em-
ployment of heavy time-consuming simulations, the verification of con-
straints is applied after the iteration of many simulations. Therefore, the
optimization workflow can also generate many not-verified solutions. This
case is not efficient because it employs computing resources to calculate
different not-valid configurations. Additionally, an optimization analysis
requires the definition of a range of values for each parameter to be anal-
ysed. This is a manual phase and it requires the designer’s know-how to
configure each parameter range. Parametric template-models can help to
develop a design automation workflow from configuration to optimiza-
tion; however, the definition of the variation range is often an engineer’s
task and therefore a manual activity. Optimization tools can work with a
CSP solver and allow finding out a valid solution that minimizes or max-
imizes an objective function. [71]

ETO products are more difficult to be optimized because they often are
complex systems. Generally, the optimization in ETO solutions is para-
metric and parameters are related to normative and geometry. A modular
approach can be extended to a multi-step optimization to reduce comput-
ing time and complexity [26].
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2.11 Open issues

In conclusion nowadays configuration is a research area that still alive
and has many research arguments:

• Configuration tool for ETO products is limited.

• Configuration should be open to different scenarios.

• Human computation should be allowed.

• Diagnosis of infeasible problems is limited.

• Idea of costs still remote.

The background research highlights a lack of methods and tools that effi-
ciently support companies during the design phase especially in the con-
figuration phase.
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Chapter 3

The configuration approach

An overall configuration approach is proposed during this thesis to sup-
port the reuse of company knowledge to design and to estimate the prices
of new ETO products.

The design of ETO structures requires the development of several engi-
neering subsystems associated with the structural layout, machinery, ac-
cessories, etc. During this context, a constraint-based optimization aims
to fill the gap between the collaborative design, knowledge domain, sim-
ulations and optimization during the first design phase of ETO products.

The design study is targeted on two actions: Request-For-Proposal (RFP)
and Proposal Submission. The approach aims at supporting the designers
in a rapid and reliable definition of an embodiment project in order to
participate to a Proposal Submission.

A company operating within the business of ETO solutions is usually in-
volved in many quotation processes. Even if objectives and targets are
defined with the specific customer, an optimization activity is fundamen-
tal to achieve a high product quality at a reduced cost.

The aim of my research is the definition of methods and tools to provide
the design phases during two of its fundamental aspects: optimization
and configuration.

Design optimization is an engineering design methodology using a math-
ematical formulation of a design problem to support selection of the opti-
mal design among many alternatives.

Configuration design is a design where a fixed set of predefined compo-
nents that can be connected in predefined ways is given and an assembly
of components selected from this fixed set is sought that satisfies a set of
requirements and obeys a set of constraints.

Even if these two macro-themes may seem to be disjoint, for my research
work they have been both fundamental and in particular optimization
design has been preparatory to configuration design. In fact the study
and the application of the first one culminates in the development of a
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framework that concentrates principally on a constraints solver engine
and stressed it to test its capacity to produce reliable result quickly.

This solver improved have been reused then in a more general context,
the design configuration, in order to support the designer in more general
cases. Around this solver, that is the principal engine of the configuration
phase, have been developed a software able to support better both the
technical and the commercial scenarios of a company.

In both cases, optimization and configuration, the aim regards the reduc-
tion of time in mechanical design using feasible and automatic design
tools. These tools implement knowledge base formalized in rules, formu-
las, and constraints. Synthetically, it consists of the subsequent steps:

• Knowledge formalization and representation.

• Support towards a design solution.

• Cost estimation.

FIGURE 3.1: Scheme of the approach

The first step is a preparatory phase where the company knowledge is
formalized and represented in order to be reused. Past project data and
product knowledge are embedded in a database of product variants and
the product architecture is represented by a meta-model in terms of blocks
and dependencies. By combining in numerous ways blocks and depen-
dencies, it is possible to get different product variants, aiming at satisfying
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product requirements. The second part of the method supports the user
to find a technical solution that meets the product requirements. This
design workflow presents a collection of stand-alone tools that may be
integrated inside the life cycle employing a Knowledge Base which con-
sists of a repository of rules, formulas, documents, past projects, etc. A
DSM is proposed for representing and managing the dependencies be-
tween each attribute. Therefore, the resulting problem is split into sev-
eral sub-problems. Each sub-problem has a reduced size and concerns
the assignment of a limited number of variables. A parameter-based cost
estimation follows the variables assignment. Finally, the cost evaluation
relies on cost models which are retrieved by past project data.

FIGURE 3.2: Proposed design framework

Analyzing the design platform, as shown in 3.2, the Collaborative Design
domain concerns the study and coordination of each design sub-problem
within the design team. The collaborative approach also aims at searching
the common and specific parameters to be involved into the constraint-
based optimization of each configuration.

The Knowledge Base domain concerns the collection and sharing of rules,
formulas, and constraints related to the engineering design of the ETO
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product to be analyzed. The constraints related to the engineering de-
sign are mainly focused on the normative checks and conditions. The
other constraints are related to the validation rules based on the expert
knowledge, and these constraints can refer to the formalization of the im-
plicit and tacit knowledge. An example can be the rules of validation
such as the check of the weight balance for the steel structure. The Design
Constraints enhance the design synthesis, avoiding infeasible solutions.
The level of the Design Constraints concerns the validation rules focused
mainly on the domain of the technical expertise. Therefore, these con-
straints refer to the formalization of the explicit and implicit knowledge.
This aspect ensures that the generated set of solutions is consistent using
the knowledge and rules formalized in each constraint. Here, the CSP tool
can be seen as a bridge between the three domains: Collaborative Design,
Knowledge Base, and Simulations 3.2.

The Simulations domain corresponds to the employment of a virtual pro-
totyping approach to evaluate the structural feasibility and behavior. The
definition of the boundary conditions and the evaluation of the results
are shared along the entire collaborative design team. In particular, this
phase corresponds to the detailed design. The Simulations level also in-
volves the definition of a set of Normative Constraints, which are focused
on the normative checks and loading conditions as check conditions to be
applied into the simulation loop.

As software toolkit used to develop the framework, has been used Visual
Studio 2015 community edition. The programming language is princi-
pally Visual Basic, but for some classes has been adopted also C#, both
based on the Framework.NET 4.0. Then some Application Programming
Interface (API) of existing libraries have been imported to ease the com-
munication with external tools, for example Microsoft Excel or Gecode.

3.1 Knowledge formalization and representation

A Knowledge Base is proposed to collect each rule, formula, and data
related to the product design. This repository of knowledge can interact
with commercial softwares that manage databases using the Application
Programming Interface (API) tools. The Knowledge Base is connected to
each stage of the proposed design, to integrate each input and output into
a common design platform.

The functional analysis is the first phase for enhancing the formalization
and representation of a Knowledge Base related to a product or a system.
This approach is compliant with the principles of Design-To-Cost since it
manages the product value from performances to manufacturing costs.

The first point of the knowledge formalization is preparatory but also the
most complicate, the designer or the team of expertise must formalize the
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problem. They must focalize all the technical and geometrical specifics
that the final product must have. This is the most difficult part because
often designers base their design on previous experiences. The experi-
ence of working alone has an inconvenient: sometimes something that
works is not the best solution for the problem. Maybe the product can
be optimized in terms of costs, green sustainability or efficiency. To over-
came this issue a solution can be working in a team of experts: connecting
different contribution can help to bring out company knowledge to be op-
timized in a more easy and quick way. The first step consists of an effort
from each expert to translate constraints that are only in his mind into
mathematical rules that a computer can understand and elaborate. He
has also to divide problems into variables, their range of variability and
constraints. On the basis of what we explicate till the usage of the software
seems to be inconvenient due to the big amount of manual work. On the
contrary this part is fundamental since it permits to save the model and to
reuse it only changing some initial parameter. The other advantage in us-
ing this approach is that, once formalized, the model allows to transmit a
company knowledge that can remains equal through the next generations
and can only be improved refining the model.

Collaboration of experts should not involve only mechanical experts, but
also informatics ones. This is also a key point in the collection of Knowl-
edge since each part is aware of strengths and limits of its field. Mechani-
cal experts master the real problem and with a relative little effort can be
able to extract the abstract problem but they often are not aware about
problems like numerical inconsistencies; on the other hand Informatics
master programming rules and control memory problems but they have
difficulties to abstract the real problem.

Company knowledge can be formalized in different software tools such
as CAD, CAE, PLM, and ERP systems. However, this level of knowl-
edge it is mostly related to its explicit side. Tacit and implicit knowl-
edge, which is the most difficult to be elicited and represented, can be
represented in rules and algorithm which are usually implemented in cus-
tomized Knowledge-Bases Systems.

The proposed framework, described in the following section, interacts
with different software tools following these functionalities: acquire and
manage the product requirements; support the user towards the product
configuration; support the user in defining a simplified 3D layout and de-
fine cost models for an early cost estimation.The proposed framework is
to be intended as a part of an integrated environment, which links product
knowledge coming from design, manufacturing, marketing, maintenance
gathered from the company departments: technical, production, service,
commercial and purchasing departments. Managed knowledge extends
to the product life cycle, enhancing standardized interfaces to acquire in-
formation. Moreover, the proposed framework needs many information
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from other tools. For instance, PLM systems provide product structure
and product variants classification. ERP systems give information about
materials and resources used in the past projects, that is necessary to es-
timate the new product cost. Indeed, vendor catalogs and standard parts
databases contain technical and economic information that are useful to
build cost models.

3.2 Support towards a design solution

The aim of this section is to describe how the proposed framework, that
is the application of the method in Figure 3.2, can support the user for
searching one or more optimal solutions moving from product require-
ments, tentative product architectures, parts dependencies. Optimization
can be based on one or more parameters, e.g. the product cost.

The framework shares geometrical data with CAD tools, to provide a
preliminary 3D layout. Geometrical attributes of the product are used
to generate parametric CAD models having a simplified geometry. The
simplified 3D layout, which is the output of the conceptual design phase,
becomes the starting point of the embodiment design phase. CAE tools
receive information from the framework such as product attributes or a
preliminary 3D layout while they give results coming from preliminary
design optimization and performance verification analysis.

Finally, using API libraries or other communication means, the integra-
tion can be extended to a large variety of customized company tools, such
as performance models or simulation software, including existing spread-
sheets for component dimensioning and evaluating possible scenarios.

The knowledge formalized in the previous step is now elaborated and
solved using the following tools: the Design Structured Matrix (DSM)
and the Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP).

3.2.1 Constraint typologies

Three constraints levels can be highlighted: Configuration Constraints,
Design Constraints, and Performance Constraints. This classification aims
to investigate the different types of constraints inside a typical mechanical
design, which is based on configuration and optimization phases. In par-
ticular, Configuration Constraints are those validation rules and formulas
which are mainly related to the implicit knowledge of the engineer. An ex-
ample could be the compatibility analysis between two options; thus, this
level introduces constraints to evaluate the product structure of a configu-
ration. The level called Performance Constraints is focused on normative
checks and conditions such as structural limits to be applied; therefore,
this level mainly concerns the explicit knowledge. On the other hand, the
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Design Constraints level highlights validation rules mainly focused on
the domain of the technical know-how. These constraints can refer to the
formalization of explicit and implicit knowledge. Examples can be valida-
tion rules to check the weight balance of assemblies into a steel structure.
Another example can be rules to evaluate and limit the number of differ-
ent types of components, such as the types of beams into an assembly.

Summarizing, if Performance and Configuration Constraints are mainly
related to normative and setup rules, Design Constraints are focused on
practical satisfaction rules which depends on the engineer’s know-how.
In this context, Configuration Constraints are usually implemented in
configuration tools such as filtering and validation rules, and Performance
Constraints are defined as checking conditions into optimization loops
after simulation analysis. The collection of Design Constraints is often
defined into previous two levels; however, the proposed approach high-
lights the necessity to use them in an intermediate level.

3.2.2 Steps to solve the constraints

Once the configuration rules are defined, these rules are used to create the
Design Structured Matrix (DSM) associated to the problem. The DSM is
a matrix which contains the parameters, e.g. the variables of the rules,
and traces the relationship of dependencies between the parameters. A
parameter is dependent from other parameters if there is a rule, or a set
of rules, in which the dependent parameter is a combination result of the
other parameters.

The Figure 3.3 shows the structure of the class used in the software to
represent the parameter.

FIGURE 3.3: The structure of the class for the parameter
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A parameter is part of a parametric model composed by parameters and
rules. The parameter is characterized by its value that may be numeric or
a text, it has a category and it is defined for certain intervals.

To solve the CSP constraints five steps have been identified:

• Instantiation of the DSM.

• Clustering of the DSM.

• Partitioning of each cluster.

• Clusters resolution.

• Checking for constraints satisfaction and global DSM.

The instantiation of the parameter-based DSM (step 1) is automatic be-
cause it is defined in the constraints. The introduced dependencies gen-
erally constitute an intricate and complex network with an elevate degree
of coupling between elements. Such complexity can be identified as the
main difficulty a designer is facing when trying to figure out a prelimi-
nary solution in the early phases.

Clustering the DSM allows to divide the problem into simpler sub-problems
of reduced size, which are expected to be much more manageable. This
approach is close to the designer perspective, which is used to dealing
with problems of limited size. Relationships between the sub-systems as
well as input and output data flow are highlighted and monitored. Clus-
terization is based on a simulated annealing optimization procedure de-
rived from the one proposed by Thebeau [108]. The advantage of such
approach lies on the capability of controlling the number, size and com-
position of the clusters based on custom algorithm parameters and func-
tions.

Once the problem has been divided into sub-problems, each of these can
be solved separately. However, clusters maintain couplings between them
and should be solved respecting the order in which they appear in the
clustered DSM. In order to solve each sub-problem, a partitioning algo-
rithm is applied to each cluster (step 3). The partitioned DSM shows all
the product parameters sequenced according to their dependencies, thus
it is possible to know when a parameter must be defined in order to pro-
ceed with the design process. The partitioning algorithm groups around
the diagonal those attributes that need to be defined in the same design
step, as highly coupled [81]. Thus, the obtained parameters sequence al-
lows minimizing the iterations during the phase of the determination of
the parameters.

In general, the partitioned DSM shows several blocks of coupled param-
eters, i.e. the parameters that are affected by mutual dependencies. In or-
der to determine these parameters and proceed with the design process, a
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priori choices are needed. A priori choices are properly characteristics of
the design process, e.g. the material selection of a part. Usually assump-
tions must be verified after an iteration. For example, a constraint on the
weight of a part can be verified only after several choices have been made,
i.e. the material selection. In order to assess what parameters are the best
candidates for a priori choices, an algorithm has been proposed. The algo-
rithm aims to minimize the number of parameters to make assumptions
and suggests the parameters to the user. In addition, the method serves
to identify the steps in which human choices are needed.

The algorithm tries to remove dependencies from each one of the cou-
pled parameters and, after new partitioning, verifies if triangularization
condition is satisfied. Triangularization condition of the DSM means the
possibility of determining all the parameters of the block without other
parameter assumptions. If only one parameter is not enough to reach the
condition, algorithm searches for pairs of parameters, triplets, and so on.

Cluster resolution, i.e. variable assignment, is done using CSP solver tech-
niques. Design process can therefore be considered as a CSP under a set of
requirements, assumptions and design limits [66]. If dependencies among
the coupled parameters include geometric relations, the problem cannot
be solved by a CSP solver and needs the human intervention. In this case,
the user should define a plan of experiments to explore the solution space
and return the parameter values that the system cannot calculate. Human
intervention can be also requested in solving a cluster that is estimated to
be too time consuming. The framework in these cases interacts with the
user that, if he is enough expert, can solve the cluster at glance.

Now will be shown a pseudo-code of the resolution algorithm based on
the backtracking technique:

Preliminary steps:

• Prepare the mapping variable-list of rules that will be named vari-
ableRules.

• Prepare an array, named valuesIndices, as long as the number of
variables, initialized at -1, that indicates where the algorithm is ar-
rived to process the rules.

• Prepare an array, valuesCount, as long as the number of variables,
initialized at 0, that take into account the count of the possible values
of a variable.
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Pseudo-code

FIGURE 3.4: Pseudo-code of the backtracking algorithm

The searching of solutions ends when a valid solution is found, i.e. vari-
able assignment complies with all dependencies within the block. How-
ever, it is possible to proceed with the exploration of the solution space
in order to find other valid solutions, with the aim of minimizing or max-
imizing an objective function, e.g. the product cost. In this thesis, cost
optimization has been applied in order to make an offer more competi-
tive, but other parameters can be used for optimization, e.g. the product
weight, performance or environmental impact. Although variable assign-
ment is mostly done manually, the framework monitors the compatibility
of each assignment with the set of dependencies. When all the parame-
ters have been assigned and verified, a solution for the entire problem has
been found.

In the tool implemented by the authors there is also the possibility to add
a pre-optimization function, that do not perform a total optimization, but
it orders the results obtained for some parameter that in general is the cost
of the model or the time to finish all the operations on the model.
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3.2.3 CAD automation level

The next step described in the proposed Knowledge Base is the CAD Au-
tomation level. Designers can use tools to generate parametric CAD mod-
els from the define Product Structure. Each geometrical parameter can be
edited considering the set of values defined by the previous analysis. The
levels of detail are related to the set of CAD templates used for CAD au-
tomation. However, a simplified level of detail is suitable to achieve fast
simulations.

3.2.4 Optimization phase

Once the problem is solved the results can be exported in a file. For the
Design Configuration the works of the framework can stop here, for the
Design Optimization the works must continue in the following way. The
report file represents the cases that are given to the FEM analysis to be
optimized. In this phase the results obtained by the previous analysis
are settled into a FEM analysis tool, selected from a list of available com-
mercial tools, that will optimize the problems in terms of performance.
Genetic algorithms or similar can be used into the design workflow to op-
timize the geometrical parameters of the analyzed ETO systems. At the
end of this analysis is obtained the model optimized in terms of cost and
performance that respect all the customer requirements.

The approach considers a multi-objective optimization including the cost
reduction as an objective together with the structural behavior. The tool
for the evaluation of the product cost should be customized on the spe-
cific product. Therefore, this tool can be parametric and developed by the
design team of specific ETO products, or a commercial software solution
with customized functions. The difference between these two solutions
depends on the level of accuracy to be achieved.

The proposed Optimization level also presents an integration with the
Knowledge Base. The interaction concerns design constraints to be ap-
plied to the optimization workflow and the formulas used for cost anal-
ysis and analytical calculations. Finally, decision-making tools are neces-
sary to complete such design workflow because the result of the multi-
optimization study is not a final configuration of parameters but a Pareto
front which represents a set of optimized solutions. Every point of the
Pareto front are optimum solutions, but the decision-making process has
to select only one optimum case. A strategy is to change second objectives
in design constraints, in order to obtain a one-level optimization and re-
duce the complexity of such analysis. As a second strategy, threshold
values can be applied to each objective in order to reduce the points of the
Pareto front. The connection between decision-making tools and Knowl-
edge Base is related to the definition of threshold values and constraints to
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be considered. The decision-making process can be also supported by the
analysis of past-projects stored into the database of the design platform.

3.3 Cost estimation

The cost estimation method is based on past projects data to evaluate the
cost of new ETO solutions. Since the costs are attributes of the product,
depending on blocks attributes and relationships, they are stored for a
possible future reuse. For these reasons, the building of a cost database
must precede the cost estimation activities. The database building con-
sists in the acquisition and classification of past data from previous projects.

For cost prediction some machine learning techniques has been taken into
account. Some test has been performed using techniques of supervised
learning such as neural networks, but the database created was too poor
of training examples and consequently the model for the cost estimation
was not very reliable: the error of the prediction was about of the 20%.

For this reason in this work has been considered a deterministic model
to perform an early cost estimation. A parametric method has been ap-
plied for a rapid evaluation along the configuration process. In fact, since
a block is described by a set of attributes, the cost of each block can be ex-
pressed as a function of its attributes (such as weight, length, area, etc.. . . ).
These "blocks" can be produced within the company or purchased by a
supplier. In the former, cost structure is known, while in the latter, only
the total cost is known. For this reason, cost estimation follows two main
paths distinguishing purchased materials from produced parts. The pro-
posed cost estimation method for purchased parts is based on catalogs
and on regression models, which can be derived by fitting the costs of
past purchased codes using one or more relevant parameters (e.g. the
power of an electric motor and the output torque for a gearbox). Cost es-
timation for produced parts are deducted by more complex cost models
based on cost structure, allowing a better management of the company
resources involved in the manufacturing and life cycle processes[96].
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Chapter 4

Application in the Oil & Gas field

During the first two years, my research focused on the study of the back-
ground basis about configuration and the development of ETO products
and propose a prototypical software application connected to Minizinc
based on Gecode toolkit solver. In this approach, while Gecode runs in
the background, an interface shows and manages the CSP problem.

This framework concentrates on the aspects of design optimization. De-
sign optimization is an engineering design methodology using a mathe-
matical formulation of a design problem to support selection of the opti-
mal design among many alternatives.

The case study, that has been presented to validate the method, has been
focused on the optimization of a 700 ton oil & gas structure.

The results of this chapter have been described in one of my articles [28].
The original article have been enriched with the addition of some param-
eters to analyze.

The results show that this approach reduces of several days, about two
days against about seven days, the optimization design workflow since
the analysis of the CSP problem decreases the cases that are given to the
FEM analysis in order to optimize a less amount of possible cases infeasi-
ble because of some condition.

This experimentation did not involve any company expert as an already
known case study has been revisited with this new methodology.

4.1 Development approach

The collaborative design platform in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.2) is proposed
to support the design of ETO products by integrating a constraint-based
optimization approach. The approach is defined for the design of generic
ETO products with the problem of the structural analysis. In particular,
the methodology is applied in the context of large steel constructions. Fo-
cusing on modular steel structures, the design of a structure can include
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the study of a set of structures related to different conditions. In the con-
text of the oil and gas constructions, if a steel construction is built and
then shipped as a plug and play unit, the collaborative approach aims at
defining the optimal base structure to be used in three configurations re-
lated to the operation condition, the sea transport and the land transport.
Furthermore, these three structures will have a common module related
to the Base Structure, which consists of a primary structure (main frame
or supporting structure) and a secondary structure.

The CSP model implements a set of variables, values, and constraints.
The variables are defined during the Collaborative Design level, and each
variable can take a range of values. The constraints are described using
mathematical functions. The definition of each constraint is related to
the formalized knowledge base. In this context, the CSP tool implements
the rules to solve the Design Constraints before launching any simulation
loop. This approach can reduce the number of solutions to be evaluated
in a further simulation phase, which involves a time consuming analysis.
Figure 4.1 describes the optimization workflow, which includes the CSP
tool and Simulations. Considering the design of steel constructions, the
simulation activities correspond to FEM simulations and cost estimation.
The CSP tool is employed to reduce the space of solutions. Moreover
the Simulations node performs a deeper investigation of each resulting
solution,looking for the optimum solution in terms of the cost, weight,
and structural behavior. The Simulations level also involves the use of a
parametric CAD model to allow a FEM model and a cost analysis to be
solved.

FIGURE 4.1: The optimization workflow, that integrates the
CSP tool and the FEM solver.
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The proposed methodology, explained in Chapter 3, was implemented
into a platform tool to support the multi objective optimization of a steel
structure for oil and gas applications. To solve the constraint-based prob-
lem, the CSP tool has been implemented in Visual Basic.NET using MiniZ-
inc, which is a Gecode platform toolkit that aims to simplify the formal-
ization of the problem avoiding issues like programming languages. The
resulting tool consists of a CSP Solver and GUI Interface. The CSP Solver
uses the Gecode code to find the problem solution, and it works in the
background. Furthermore, the GUI Interface shows the visual commands
for the management and definition of the parameters, constraints, and
values. This framework, that use a knowledge domain already formal-
ized and an existing library that do not request an apposite implementa-
tion, as been implemented in about two months.

Figure 4.2 describes the software architecture to solve the CSP problems.

FIGURE 4.2: Software architecture of the CSP tool.

This tool implements a knowledge-base which is formalized in a CSP
problem, so in rules, formulas, and constraints realted to the engineer-
ing design. The first step is the definition of the CSP problem. This task
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pertains to the difficult formalization of the technical and practical knowl-
edge in the constraints, which means translating an aspect that is often
only in the mind of the designer into a computational representation in-
volving variables and functions. In this context, as already said, while the
explicit knowledge is easy to translate into mathematical constraints, the
implicit and tacit knowledge are difficult to be elicited and formalized. All
the technical and geometrical specifications must be rewritten in a univer-
sal language that anyone can read. Therefore, the approach considers the
implementation of a formalism to provide the input definition. The user
can add constrains compliant to the defined formalism. The formaliza-
tion of the technical knowledge, which is required to define constraints in
the CSP definition, as already underlined, is a difficult phase since design
routines are often based on experience. They are not related to standard
procedures.

Then a simplified Graphical User Interface (GUI) has been defined for the
management of the CSP problem and design objectives (second step). Fig-
ure 4.3 shows the proposed GUI, which consists of four levels: Variables,
Constraints, Solver Method, and Results.

FIGURE 4.3: The GUI Interface.

The first level concerns the settings and management of variables using
a table. The Constraints level regards the definition of the mathematical
rules to be verified in the CSP calculation. In particular, each constraint
is edited using a mathematical representation of formulas and rules. This
definition is an object-oriented (O-O) representation of the product struc-
ture. The generic classes are defined in Visual Basic.NET to support the
O-O representation of a product structure. In particular, a generic set of
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must inherit classes is implemented. These classes provide the parent-
child relationship between each component of the product structure. This
O-O representation includes the definitions of the properties, methods,
variables, and constraints. In the third level the solver method to be ap-
plied is defined and the forth level shows the results. After pushing the
Solve button (Solver Method level in Figure 4.3), Gecode is invoked. The
CSP definition is translated in Gecode language for the computing. In
fact, the proposed application uses Gecode algorithms to solve CSP prob-
lems. Gecode elaborates the instructions to be solved, and then returns
results.

In this Chapter, the set of classes to describe the product structure has
been termed as the Beam Module. This project inherits the generic classes
defined in the CSP model to represent the specific design problem related
to the steel structures. The classes related to the Beam Module classify
the definitions of the standard beams, pipes, and built-up shapes. These
classes also include the variables related to the shape geometry of each
beam. The procedures to calculate the cost and weight of such a steel con-
struction were implemented in each element. The CSP MiniZinc Binder
is a tool that was developed to translate the input data into a MiniZinc
structure before running the CSP solution using Gecode. While a user
can add/edit constraints and variables using the GUI Interface without
using any specific programming language, the CSP MiniZinc Binder im-
plements the methods to write constraints as a MiniZinc script for solving
the CSP problem. Figure 4.4 shows an example of a MiniZinc code for the
description of certain design constraints. When the user pushes the but-
ton "Solve", the CSP Solver invokes Gecode using the MiniZinc script.

FIGURE 4.4: MiniZinc language: example of constraints.

The test case proposes the modeling and optimization of a steel structure,
which consists of different groups of beams; each group is characterized
by its type and structural function. A tool is developed using Visual Ba-
sic.NET to directly interact with the CAD model during the optimization
analysis. A function called "Fill Beams" reads the data and automatically
gathers all the information necessary to solve a minimization problem for
the weight and cost of the structure (Figure 4.5). This import includes
some preliminary variables and constraints such as the dimensions of the
possible beams and the functions to calculate parts of weights and costs
of the module, these features have been implemented in VB.NET. After
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the data import, the designer can use the GUI Interface to implement ad-
ditional constraints, variables, value domains, etc.

FIGURE 4.5: Module structure imported from SAP2000 and
exported in the .XML format (lengths are in meters and

weights in kilograms).

The proposed test case considers an analytical calculation to estimate prod-
uct cost and weight applied to steel structures used in oil & gas applica-
tions. Therefore, the cost and weight models are included into the CSP
model. The constraints related to the engineering design of a steel struc-
ture are mainly focused on normative checks and conditions such as the
structural limits to be applied. Other constraints are related to valida-
tion rules based on the technical know-how. These constraints can refer
to the formalization of explicit and implicit knowledge. Examples can
be validation rules to check the weight balance of assemblies into a steel
structure. Another example could be rules to evaluate and limit the num-
ber of different types of components such as beams into an assembly. The
cost analysis is performed using an analytical solver, which analyzes the
model related to the Base Structure to recognize the information from the
CAD model. The weight evaluation, which corresponds to the multi ob-
jective function, refers to the weight of the operative structure, including
the primary and secondary structures. In particular, the weight value is
analyzed using the CAD model. The configurations related to the sea and
land transports have different weights related to a different set of specific
accessories used for the corresponding transportation. However, this ad-
ditional equipment has not been evaluated in this research.

The interaction between the CSP solver and the simulation software is re-
alized using the code developed in Visual Basic.NET. This interaction has
been performed with VB.NET and the steel structure’s geometry. For the
structural analysis, SAP2000® is employed as the FEM solver. The geom-
etry has been simplified through a trusses model. SAP2000 provides an
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application programming interface (API) to develop a background con-
trol of the geometry, boundary conditions, loading combinations, calcu-
lation settings, checks and results to perform the connection between the
CSP model and the interactive geometry. In fact, during the calculation
of the CSP solution, the section dimensions of each beam and column
were directly changed into the 3D geometrical model, in order to gener-
ate the updated trusses model for the analytical and numerical comput-
ing. Therefore, using Visual Basic.Net and these API utilities, a plugin
application is developed to open a SAP2000® document, load/edit the
CAD model, upload the parameters and geometry, and simulate the cur-
rent model configuration. As reported, an .XML structure is delivered for
each FEM simulation. Tekla® is used as the CAD system for the repre-
sentation of the steel structures. A simplified geometry of the structure is
generated by the CAD assembly model. This simplified geometry is then
uploaded inside the FEM solver for the structural simulation. The output
of the CSP tool is a reduced space of solutions, which is the domain in
which the optimal set of parameters is searched. The CSP analysis rep-
resents the generation of the domain of the satisfied solutions to be eval-
uated within the simulation activity (Figure 4.6). Each satisfied solution
can be considered as a set of values that solve the constraint satisfaction
problem. Next, each set of data is imported into the Model-Based Sim-
ulation module to launch the numerical analysis in order to check the
structural behavior. This task is automated using Visual Basic.NET and
the API library provided by SAP2000®.

FIGURE 4.6: FEM and cost analysis: simulation workflow.

A tool is developed to read the data set related to each CSP solution and
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write this information into a .XLS file. This format is chosen for the man-
agement of the structured data, which contains the information related to
each group of the beams, such as the geometrical section, height, mate-
rial type, structural limits, and deflection limits. Next, all this information
is used to set the solution parameters inside the SAP2000® model and
run the relative analysis. All these steps are highlighted in Figure 4.6.
These steps are repeated three times, one for each condition (operation,
sea transport and land transport); in fact, each condition has a specific
configuration of loading conditions to be applied. For each analysis, an
output file is exported in the .XML format. This file contains the informa-
tion related to the product structure with the results of the FEM analysis
for each simulation. The .XML file (output) contains a general section,
which includes the information of the number of beams with an over-
stressed status or an overdeflection set (Table 4.1). These data are related
to each structure and each simulation. A second set of data contains the
information pertaining to the stress and overstressed values achieved for
each beam, including the information regarding the deflection state.

Output Value Structure Simulation type
Total number of overstressed Primary; Operation;
beams Secondary; Sea transport;

Land transport;
Total number of overstressed Primary; Operation;
beams over 120 % Secondary; Sea transport;

Land transport;
Total number of overdeflected Primary; Operation;
beams Secondary; Sea transport;

Land transport;

TABLE 4.1: Scheme of the output values for each FEM sim-
ulation.

The assembly of the structure is analyzed as a collection of groups. Each
beam can be included in only one group of beams. A group of beams has
items with the same cross-section. Moreover, the limits for the overstress
and deflection conditions are defined for each group of beams. In partic-
ular, the deflection limit indicates the maximum value of the deflection
allowed in the middle of the beam. For example, a L/100 limit describes
the value to be considered for the maximum deflection, where L is the lon-
gitudinal length of the beam. This information is added by the designer
using the GUI interface.

4.2 Case study: Oil and gas structures

The test case is focused on the design optimization of a large steel con-
struction that weights approximately 700 t. The objective of the analysis
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is to reduce weight and cost during the early design phase. This steel
structure is used in oil and gas systems called modules. A module is the
smallest functional unit with its equipment, machines, and steel structure.
Therefore, a single module can contain power generation units, gas com-
pression units, and process equipment for oil and gas applications. The
structure of a classic module consists of steel beams used for internal sup-
port of machines and equipment. These modules are prefabricated and
later shipped to be situated in a place that is different from the construc-
tion site.

Modularization is a common design strategy in several engineering fields
[86] such as oil and gas [29] where the products are pre-assembled and
shipped. The modularity approach for oil and gas plants reduces the
overall cost and the delivery time.

Regarding the design of steel structures with a CSP approach, the collec-
tion of the proposed constraints has been analyzed and discussed with an
expert team of designers, in collaboration with an Italian enterprise which
produces oil and gas solutions.

The steel structure that supports each module is analyzed in this test case.
The overall structure can be divided into the primary frame (also known
as the supporting frame) and the secondary frame (Figure 4.7). The sec-
ondary level of the structure provides the support for minor equipment.
In general, the secondary frame includes braces to increase the stiffness of
the construction.

FIGURE 4.7: Representation of the primary structure (a) and
the full module structure (b) (primary and secondary struc-

tures).

The classification of the primary and secondary structures is described in
Figure 4.7). The Primary Structure is more important because it is com-
posed of the elements that provide the structural resistance. If a failure
affects one of these elements, the construction could collapse. In contrast,
the Secondary Structure is composed by elements that cannot cause the
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collapse of the construction. A third category also exists, called the Ter-
tiary Structure; however, it is not considered in the proposed design opti-
mization workflow. This category includes the stairs, ladders, handrails,
floor, roof, wall plates and maintenance/access platforms; the design of
such elements is usually considered in the embodiment design phase.

Primary Structure Secondary Structure
All main frames (columns, deck frames) Braces
Gantry crane Beams supporting floor
Monorail runway and supports for crane Pipe supports
Stiffeners Miscellaneous structure

TABLE 4.2: Classification of Primary and Secondary Struc-
tures.

4.2.1 Product structure

The product structure has been analyzed at the beginning of the research
activity. The unified modeling language (UML) has been used for the
representation of the product structure. Figure 4.8 shows the operative
structure related to the analyzed steel construction. In particular, a com-
posite structure diagram is applied to build the CSP model with an object-
oriented representation of components, variables and constraints. In Fig-
ure 4.8 constraints are added to the diagram using the object constraint
language (OCL) formalism.The highlighted diagram has been established
using the Papyrus software and could help the designer to understand the
structure of the existing systems and the formalization of blocks, variables
and constraints. This diagram describes the relationships between the dif-
ferent components in terms of associations, dependencies and references
(Figure 4.8). Moreover, the composite structure diagram adds the inter-
nal structure of the configuration and relationship of the parts. Therefore,
each component is represented as a graphical class element.

As shown in Figure 4.8, the main component is the Operative Structure,
which is the configuration of the steel structure in the operation phase.
The correlated structures, known as the Sea Structure and Land Struc-
ture, inherit both the Primary Structure and Secondary Structure from the
Operative Structure. However, additional information is necessary for
modeling the phases of the shipping and road transport. The shipping
and road transport are described and simplified using two abstract inter-
faces. The multiplicity of each relationship involving a structure is 1. The
multiplicity is 1 to N for the groups of beams and the collections of the
types of beams.

The geometrical variables are related to the geometry of each beam sec-
tion. Two different types of beams are involved in this research: com-
mercial beams and built-up beams. While commercial beams have hot
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FIGURE 4.8: The composite structure diagram related to the
analyzed product structure.

rolled laminated profiles with fixed cross-sections, the built-up beams are
customized welded metal plates to shape the I beams (also known as dou-
ble T type beams) or pipe beams (such as cylindrical columns). This paper
considers standard beams for the Secondary Structure and built-up beams
for the groups related to the Primary Structure. In this way it is possible to
obtain more degrees of freedom in the design optimization of the Primary
Structure. In fact, while a built-up section can be described using up to 4
geometrical variables, a standard beam is described only by a designation
label, which can be seen as one variable related to the main geometrical
parameter.

The generic representation of a beam object includes the parameters re-
lated to its section and length (here termed as height). The O-O repre-
sentation of the product structure of such ETO structures is a collection
of beams and nodes. Considering the classification highlighted in Ta-
ble 4.2, the specific steel structure is divided into functional groups such
as the “Central Columns”, “Lateral Columns”, “Main Deck - Traversal”,
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“Main Deck - Longitudinal”, “First Deck”, “Second Deck - Traversal”,
“Crane Supports”, “Piping Support”, “Braces – First Level”, and “Sec-
ondary Beam Deck”.

4.2.2 Variables and constraints

An object-oriented model of the product structure is implemented inside
the CSP Tool. In this model it is possible to define a set of variables 4.1
and constraints 4.2 for each component. The definition of such values
and objects is an interactive process that involves the engineering team.

V = (V1, V2, . . . , Vn) (4.1)

C = (C1, C2, . . . , Cn) (4.2)

A CSP problem 4.4 is composed of:

• V: variables.

• C: constraints.

• D: variable’s domains.

Continuous or discrete domains are defined for each variable. A set of n
domains 4.3 is defined for solving the CSP problem 4.4. While a continu-
ous domain concerns intervals of R, a discrete domain is an enumerative
and finite set of values (which can be Boolean, String, Integer etc.). There-
fore, in this research, a mixed constraint domain is applied due to the
conjunction of discrete and continuous constraints for the variables.

C = (D1, D2, . . . , Dn) (4.3)

P = {V, C, D} (4.4)

In terms of the CSP model, this thesis considers the arc-consistency ap-
proach [61] realized using the filtering process of the conjunction of con-
straints. The arc-consistency is used to guarantee the local consistency
of the problem. Since the arc-consistency is 2 consistent, the node con-
sistency (1 consistency) is guaranteed according to the definition of the k
consistency provided by Kumar [58].

The solution search engine used in this case study is a simple backtrack-
ing algorithm combined with the constraint propagation method. This
choice is due to the fact that dimension of the space of the solutions to be
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investigated is not so large. The use of the backtracking algorithm is nec-
essary due to the lack of the proof of the global consistency. In particular,
this algorithm is already implemented into the Gecode framework used
for solving the CSP problem. Generally, backtracking, even if it is an al-
gorithm dated, it is widely used in many recent research works [62] both
in its base form or combined with evolutionary heuristics techniques.

The variables employed in the proposed test case are the geometrical rep-
resentation of the steel structure. In particular, these variables correspond
to the sizing of each beam section. As already said, two types of beams
are involved in this study: standard and built-up beams. A subclassifica-
tion corresponding to the built-up beams, which can be I section beams
(double T) or cylindrical pipes, is established. The standard beams are
described considering a list of different types. Therefore, the resulting
variable for a standard beam is only one. However, the domain of the val-
ues related to each standard beam is defined by the designer on the basis
of the type of the group of beams to be optimized inside the overall struc-
ture. The geometrical definition of a standard cross-section is collected in
the database of the catalogs, instead the dimensions of the built-up sec-
tions can be defined by the designer. Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 show an
example of a list of standard beams involved in the design process of the
Secondary Structure.

Description Material Section height (h) Type
HE200A S355 200 mm I shape
HE260A S355 260 mm I shape
HE300A S355 300 mm I shape
HE400A S355 400 mm I shape
HE500A S355 500 mm I shape
HE700A S355 700 mm I shape

TABLE 4.3: I Shapes standard.

Description Material Outside Thickness Type
diameter [mm]

168.3X6.4CHS S355 168.3 mm 6.4 Circular Hollow
Sections

219.1X6.4CHS S355 219.1 mm 6.4 Circular Hollow
Sections

273.1X6.4CHS S355 273.1 mm 6.4 Circular Hollow
Sections

273.1X12.7CHS S355 273.1 mm 12.7 Circular Hollow
Sections

TABLE 4.4: Circular hollow sections standard.
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Figure 4.9 illustrates the geometrical parametrization related to each type
of built-up section, so for I beams and cylindrical pipes. On the left side,
the I beam section is represented with 4 parameters: beam height (h), web
thickness (a), flange thickness (e), and flange width (b). On the right side,
the cylindrical section is represented with 2 parameters: main diameter
(d) and pipe thickness (s).

FIGURE 4.9: Example of parametrization for two different
beam sections: I shaped beams and cylindrical pipes.

In this thesis, no parameter is assigned for the action related to the group-
ing of beams. The design team defines the setting of each group of beams
in terms of the items included. Therefore, the design optimization is fo-
cused on the geometrical dimensions of each beam section. The Design
Constraints were analyzed in an early phase and discussed with an ex-
pert team of designers. These constraints are focused on validation rules,
which are mainly related to the domain of the technical expertise, and the
constraints are described and formalized into the CSP problem using an
analytical approach. These constraints refer to the formalization of the ex-
plicit and implicit knowledge. An example could be the validation rules
to check the weight balance of the assemblies in a steel structure. Another
example could be the rules to evaluate and limit the number of different
types of components, such as the types of beams into an assembly. There-
fore, the resulting list of constraints can be classified into four types:

• critical buckling;

• pipe sizing;

• weight ratio and balance;

• specification limits.

Finally, the Design Constraints are described with several examples that
involve the practical satisfaction rules, which depend on the engineer’s
expertise.
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Critical buckling

The set of constraints related to the critical buckling pertain to the ratio
between the section area of each column and its vertical height, which is
the length of the beam item. These constraints aim to avoid any possi-
ble buckling problem during operation, including the relative instability
problem of the steel structure. The buckling problem involves the vertical
structures, such as steel columns, when subjected to a compression load.
This condition is characterized by a sudden sideways deflection; there-
fore, the cross-section of each column must be optimized to avoid this
effect. The use of built-up sections for each group of columns allows each
double T section and pipe to be optimized for the customized application.

Since carbon steel and stainless steel are high resistance materials, the rel-
ative double T beams have a small cross-section area. Therefore, these
beams can be affected by compression problems. The buckling constraints
are related to the specification provided by AISC 360-05, which regulates
the limit factors for the width and thickness of a built-up I shaped beam.
In particular, Eq. 4.5 describes the limiting width-thickness ratio (b/e) for
a compression I beam under the condition of flexural compression:

λr = 0, 95
√
((KCE)/FL) (4.5)

where KC is the coefficient for slender unstiffened elements 4.6, E is the
modulus of elasticity (200.000 MPa in case of steel), and FL is the calcu-
lated stress used in the calculation of the nominal flexural strength. In
particular, FL is calculated as being 70% of the specified minimum yield
stress (Fy) of the compression flange (for example, for steel S355, FL = 0,7
x 355 Pa). The KC term is also evaluated using Eq. 4.6, and its value must
be among the range expressed in 4.7.

kc =
4√(

h
a

) (4.6)

0, 35 ≤ kc ≤ 0, 76 (4.7)

The circular hollow sections (pipe beams) under uniform compression
have a different limiting width-thickness ratio formula 4.8, which limits
the D/s ratio. More constraints related to the pipe beams are analyzed in
the following part.

λr = 0, 11E/Fy (4.8)
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These limits of slenderness are critical for I shape beams. This type of
constraint ensures that the design solutions are free of the buckling prob-
lem before high computational cost FEM analysis is performed. In this
way, a slender beam with a possible buckling problem is eliminated dur-
ing the CSP analysis. The limits highlighted in this section were modified
by the experts to provide a more restrictive condition for the described
constraint.

Pipe sizing

The rules related to the pipe sizing limit the usage of non-suitable pipes in
terms of the stability and static resistance. A mathematical formulation is
used to describe the ratio between the diameter and width 4.9. Moreover,
a second limit is applied to the diameter range 4.10. In this constraint the
designer can reduce the range of possible values for each pipe section (for
example, a possible diameter range can be between 400 mm and 600 mm).

14 ≤ D
s
≤ 36 (4.9)

Dmin ≤ D ≤ Dmax (4.10)

Weight ratio and balance

This set of Design Constraints is related to the weight ratio and balance
between each group of beams to avoid non suitable configurations. A list
of such constraints is presented as an example in Table 4.5. The terms C1,
C2, . . . , C5 represent the numerical value for each constraint definition.

Specification limits

This set of design constraints involves the limits related to the maximum
values of the weight, cost, number of different beam sections, etc. There-
fore, in this thesis, the maximum weight and the maximum cost are the
examples of two specification limits. The CSP solver can analyze the sum
of the costs and weights related to all the groups of beams. Additional
cost and weight factors are considered for the assembly, nodes, and trans-
portation. Therefore, using the proposed analytical approach, the con-
straints related to the specification limits can evaluate if a set of param-
eters can satisfy these general limits. These constraints can be evaluated
because an O-O model is implemented into the CSP Tool.
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Example of constraint Description
Constraint 1 the weight of the main deck (at zero level) is

greater than that of the structure of the first
deck, which Is greater than the weight of the
second deck x C1;

Constraint 2 the weight of the main deck (at zero level) is
greater than C2 x the weight of the equipment
and machineries;

Constraint 3 the weight of the main deck (at zero level) is
less than C3 x the total weight of the steel
construction;

Constraint 4 the weight ratio between the secondary and
primary structures is less than C4;

Constraint 5 the weight ratio between the groups of
columns and primary structure is greater
than C5;

TABLE 4.5: A list of the constraints related to weight ratio
and balance.

4.2.3 Cost modeling

Two levels of cost analysis are considered in this thesis: parametric and
analytical.

Parametric cost level

The parametric level is used during the CSP analysis to evaluate the con-
straints related to the cost of the structure. As analyzed previously, the
cost evaluation is a constraint classified as a specification limit. This ap-
proach for costing means that should be applied a method that involves
an analysis using only simple formulas based on the product parameters
such as weight, sizing and material [32]. The CSP solver considers the
cost related to the Primary and Secondary structures. This cost evalua-
tion refers to the analysis of each group of beams. The total cost is the
sum of the costs evaluated for each beam. In the first level only a few pa-
rameters are considered: beam weight, material (m), section type (st). Eq.
4.11 describes the cost related to one beam, as implemented for the first
level of the cost analysis.

CostBeamI = WB · SC(m,st) (4.11)

The term WB in 4.11 represents the weight of the element in kg, and the
term SC(m,st) is the specific cost related to the selected beam. This specific
cost is evaluated in €/kg; its value is not constant and depends on the type
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of section (st) and the type of material (m). Table 4.6 presents an extract of
the cost database used for the first cost evaluation implemented into the
CSP model.

Section Type Material Type Specific Cost [€/kg]
HE200A S355 0,75
HE200A S275 0,70
HE500A S355 0,77
HE500A S275 0,72
273.1X6.4CHS S355 0,85
. . . . . . . . .
BUILT-UP: Circular Shape S355 0,68
BUILT-UP: I Shape S355 0,70

TABLE 4.6: Specific cost [€/kg] related to the section types
and materials.

Analytical cost level

The analytical method considers the analysis of each elementary task re-
lated to the product fabrication [32]. Therefore, this approach considers
tasks such as cutting, welding and assembly. The level of detail depends
on the availability of formulas and database for each test case. Eq. 4.12
shows the total cost (evaluated in €) related to the steel construction de-
scribed in this Chapter. The cost is the value analyzed after the FEM simu-
lation. The term CostSTR is the cost related to the construction of the steel
structure in the operation condition. Thus, this term includes the cost
related to the Primary and Secondary structures with the relative set of
nodes and beams. The term CostTRA represents the cost of the transporta-
tion. This parameter includes the sea and land transport 4.13. Finally,
CostERE is the cost related to the construction erection and installation on
site. This cost involves only the steel structures, without considering any
equipment or machinery, and it is correlated to the structure self weight
(WERE) and a specific cost per weight (SCERE), as highlighted in 4.14.

CostTOT = CostSTR + CostTRA + CostERE (4.12)

CostTRA = CostSEA + CostLAN (4.13)

CostERE = WERE + SCERE (4.14)

For the transport cost (CostTRA), Eq. 4.15 and 4.16 describe the approach
for the sea and land transport. In particular, the transportation cost in-
cludes a fixed cost (CostFIX), a variable cost related to the distance (d), a
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specific cost (SCSEA and SCLAN) related to the vehicle, and a cost related
to the additional structures necessary for the transportation (CostSTR−SEA
and CostSTR−LAN). The fixed cost is related to the accessories and oper-
ators involved in the transportation phase. The cost related to the addi-
tional structures concerns objects such as braces that are added into the
Sea and Land Structures to limit the deflection due to the transportation
phases. The cost of braces is an additional item because they are objects
not included into the CAD model that represents the Operative Structure.
In particular, the braces are disassembled before the installation.

CostSEA = CostFIX−SEA + (SCSEA · dSEA) + CostSTR−SEA (4.15)

CostLAN = CostFIX−LAN + (SCLAN · dLAN) + CostSTR−LAN (4.16)

The cost related to the steel construction (CostSTR) is analyzed as the sum
of three parts:

• Raw material cost

• Fabrication cost

• Assembly cost

The raw material cost corresponds to built-up beams, standard beams and
nodes 4.17. In particular, built-up beams and nodes involve a set of sheet
metal plates that compose the final shape after a welding process. The fab-
rication cost pertains to the manufacturing of beams and steel nodes. The
beam fabrication includes the cutting (CostCUT) and welding (CostWEL)
costs for the built-up profiles; however, the fabrication of standard beams
includes only the cutting cost because the shape of these beams is pro-
duced using a hot rolling process 4.18.

CostMAT =

{
∑N

i CostPLA f or nodes and builtup beams
∑N

i CostSTD f or standard beam sections
(4.17)

CostFAB =

{
∑N

i CostCUT f or all items
∑N

i CostWEL f or standard beam sections
(4.18)

Eq. 4.19 describes the formula that represents the cost related to the cut-
ting process, which includes the preparation of the plates for nodes, built-
up beams and standard beams.
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CostCUT =

(
lEDG · 1

vEDG
· HCCUT

)
3600

(4.19)

The cutting process involves the cutting edge (lEDG), which is related to
the geometry of the part to be manufactured, the cutting velocity (vEDG)
and the hourly cost (HCCUT) of the cutting process used. Using a similar
approach, Eq. 4.20 introduces the calculation of each welding with the
welding velocity (vWEL) and the related hourly cost (HCWEL).

CostWEL =

(
lEDG · 1

vWEL
· HCWEL

)
3600

(4.20)

While the geometrical data were acquired from the CAD model, the other
costing parameters were previously defined into a database. The aver-
age values were selected for parameters such as the cutting and welding
velocity, specific costs and other parameters. Figure 4.10 describes an ex-
ample of the I shaped beam with the welding edges highlighted.

FIGURE 4.10: Example of an “I shaped” beam.

The assembly cost is considered as a function of nodes and beams (4.21)
that uses empirical parameters analyzed from past projects. This cost
depends on the number of nodes (nNOD) and beams (nBEA) respectively
multiplied for the specific assembling cost (€/kg) defined for each node
(SCNOD) and each beam (SCBEA). All the data related to the number and
weight of each element are retrieved from the CAD geometry.

CostASS = (nNOD · SCNOD) + (nBEA · SCBEA) (4.21)
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4.2.4 Loading conditions

The steel structure of a module is typically subjected to static loads, dy-
namic loads, land transport loads, sea transport loads and fatigue loads.
The modules are prefabricated in a construction site and later shipped by
sea to the destination for the installation. Therefore, the weight optimiza-
tion of such ETO constructions is a critical issue. The simulation tools
based on an FEM analysis are used in the design of the steel structures
to allow the investigation of the behavior of mechanical structures with
virtual prototypes. Figure 4.11 shows the simplified FEM model, which
reproduces the steel module with the Primary and Secondary structures.
In this chapter, the structure of the model is simulated using SAP2000®.
The geometrical simplification considers 1D beams and does not include
the Tertiary structure.

FIGURE 4.11: The structure of the module including the pri-
mary and secondary structures, as modeled using the FEM

solver.

The specific load conditions to be considered during the design process
are related to the installation phase (geographical region, local conditions,
normative rules and regulations, etc.). In this context, the resistance limits
for a structure to be designed are defined and agreed with the customer
on the basis of specific normative standards. For example, the ASCE/SEI
7-05 [8] is a typical standard used for the definition of the design loads
and cases to be applied in the structural analysis for the North American
areas. The strength criteria for a structural analysis are defined by norma-
tive standards such as the ANSI/AISC 360-10 [1]. Generally, the design
loads considered for a steel construction inside a national/international
normative standard are as follows:
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• Dead loads: the total weight of the structure with all the equipment,
machineries, and accessories.

• Live loads: variable loads related to the use of the structure and their
accessories such as a crane.

• Wind load: the action of the wind in each direction (+X, -X, +Y, -Y).

• Seismic load: the simulation of the dynamic load related to a pos-
sible earthquake. Response spectra are particularly useful tools for
analyzing the performance of structures and equipment under earth-
quakes.

• Operative pressure: the nominal operative pressure inside the struc-
ture (if present).

Different normative standards propose a combination of loads to be eval-
uated in different design cases. Eq. 4.22 shows a typical load combina-
tion with a dead load (Dead), wind action in the +X direction (Wind+x),
live forces in the +X direction (Live+x), and seismic load as the response
spectra in the X direction(SeismicResponseSpectra−x). The coefficients (A, B,
C, and D) are calculated on the basis of the related normative standards to
be applied in this specific case. The design of a steel structure includes the
analysis of different load combinations with different numbers of loads
applied. Each combination provides different values for the highlighted
coefficients. Combinations and coefficients are related to the specific nor-
mative standard.

A · Dead + B ·Wind+x + C · Live+x + D · SeismicResponseSpectra−x (4.22)

4.3 Multi Objective Function

A multi objective function is used to evaluate each simulation in terms of
the four targets related to the weight, cost and the number of overstressed
and overdeflected beams. This objective function is described in Eq. 4.23:

fW · CrW + fC · CrC + fOS · CrOS + fOD · CrOD (4.23)

where:

• fW = the weight factor assigned to the weight reduction (first crite-
rion)

• CrW = first criterion related to the weight reduction

• fC = the weight factor assigned to the cost reduction (second crite-
rion)
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• CrC = second criterion related to the cost reduction

• fOS = the weight factor assigned to the overstressed beam reduction
(third criterion)

• CrOS = third criterion related to the overstressed beam reduction

• fOD = the weight factor assigned to the overdeflected beam reduc-
tion (fourth criterion)

• CrOD = fourth criterion related to the overdeflected beam reduction

The described function 4.23 considers four criteria, follows the quality
characteristic small is better (SiB). The SiB characteristic means that a
small value is better and achieves a greater score in the function calcu-
lation. The description of the SiB approach is described in Eq. 4.24, where
valueMAX and valueMIN represent the maximum and minimum values
allowed in the optimization analysis. These values are defined by the de-
signing team. For example, the designer can define as a target a weight
reduction of approximately 20% considering the maximum and minimum
values. The terms such as fW , fC, fOS, and fOD are the factors that regu-
late the weight of each factor into the calculation of the objective function
4.23; the sum of these factors is 1.

Cr =
valueMAX − valuei

valueMAX − valueMIN
(4.24)

4.4 Results

This section presents the results related to the design optimization of the
steel structure described in the previous Section. The optimization is
based on a 700 t construction that obtains a weight reduction of approx-
imately 10% with a cost reduction of approximately 12%. The reference
structure and the loading conditions are generic and not related to an ex-
isting construction. Table 4.7 lists the variables defined and analyzed in
the constraint analysis using the CSP tool. A number of 20 parameters
were selected to represent 10 groups of beams. More than 60 million com-
binations were analyzed and elaborated using the CSP tool in approxi-
mately 1 hour and a quarter.

The result of the constraint-based analysis performed using the CSP tool
by employing the MiniZinc and Gecode toolkit is described by the tree
view represented in Figure 4.12. Green elements represent the satisfying
solutions, red elements represent a combination of variables pruned be-
cause they do not satisfy some constraints, the yellow element represents
the optimal solution. A total of 62 satisfied solutions exist. These solutions
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Group Type Group Name Section Type Variable Variable
list count

Primary Column 1 Circular Hollow D, s 2
Structure Column 2 Circular Hollow D, s 2

Main Deck Traversal I beam b, h 2
Main Deck Longitudinal I beam b, h 2
1° Deck Traversal I beam h 1
1° Deck Longitudinal I beam h 1
2° Deck Traversal I beam h 1
2° Deck Longitudinal I beam h 1
Crane support I beam h 1

Secondary Piping support Standard beam h 1
Structure Braces First Level Standard beam h 1

Braces Second Level Standard beam h 1
Secondary Deck 1 Standard beam h 1
Secondary Deck 2 Standard beam h 1

TABLE 4.7: Variables related to the test case for the CSP
analysis.

are ordered by increasing weight. The domain of solutions is further ana-
lyzed into the optimization loop by using the numerical FEM tool and the
described analytical cost tool.

FIGURE 4.12: A graphical solution of the CSP problem.

Figure 4.13 shows the result of the optimization after the simulation phase.
The simulation phase lasted in approximately 20 hours. Each possible so-
lution is evaluated in the simulation loop by using the multi-objective
function defined in the previous Section. The graph exhibits a parabolic
behavior, which maximizes the solution with a better compromise among
cost, weight and number of resulting overstressed and overdeflected beams.
In this case study, the optimum solution is represented by a configuration
that achieves a weight of approximately 630 t.
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FIGURE 4.13: The relation between the OBJ function and the
weight of the structure.

This configuration provides a limited number of non-verified beams that
must be reinforced during the engineering detail phase. Heavier solutions
are not suitable because they increase the cost of the structure. However,
lightweight solutions increase the number of non-verified beams with
overstressed and overdeflection problems.
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Chapter 5

Application in the configuration
of lift’s panels

During the last year, my research concentrates on the development of a
final generic software tool to support an industrial company to design
products according to different requirements. The software is a valid
support for the configuration of the ETO products of the technical de-
partment, for orders and quotations management for the commercial de-
partment and finally for the proposal submission for the customer.

The software can manage such aspects leveraging company design knowl-
edge stored in a database. This framework is based on the aspects of de-
sign configuration.

The case study presented to validate the method and the framework con-
centrates on the configuration of lifts’ panels.

The case study presented in Chapter 4 and the one presented in this Chap-
ter apply and validate the same method. They have been both funda-
mental for my research and they are correlated since the solver tested
and stressed in the Chapter 4 has been improved and incorporated in
the framework presented in this Chapter. This final framework has been
thought to be more general in order to be an advanced starter point to be
reused for support the configuration of other ETO products.

The results shows that using the solver based on the CSP problem of
Chapter 4 combined with a preliminary Design Structured Matrix analy-
sis to split into sub-problems the original problem make the configuration
phase agile and rapid, moreover the possibility of human intervention of
the administrator directly on parameter and rules let this framework to
be open and improved directly by the user without further work of the
programmer.
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5.1 Development approach

The collaborative design platform proposed in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.2), that
performs Human-Computer interaction, is proposed to support the de-
sign of ETO products by integrating a constraint-based optimization ap-
proach. The approach is defined for the design of generic ETO products
with the problem of the normative and dimensioning analysis. In partic-
ular, the methodology is now applied in the context of lift’s panels.

This framework to be developed takes about one year and three months,
about three months to acquire the knowledge mandatory to build a usable
program and about one year to develop the program. The one year of de-
velopment comprehends also the correct implementation in the company.
In fact the framework has been build with the continuous feedback of the
company: every time some group of new stand-alone functionalities has
been added to the software a portable tool has been deployed in order to
be tested from the company. This time has been also so long since it in-
cluded the standardization of some parts of the program, as the managing
of orders, quotations and product structure, that can be reused for further
applications in other contexts and reduced of about six months the new
developments.

This has been the time to built a program self consistent and usable in
a company context, after this implementation other improvements have
been discussed with the lift’s panels company involved in this case study
in order to make the software more compliant with their needs. These
improvements have been developed in the part non standardized of the
framework since they where specific requests not applicable in other con-
texts.

The CSP model implements a set of variables, values and constraints de-
fined during the Collaborative Design level like in the previous Chapter,
moreover the previous solver as been improved by combining it with a
preliminary Design Structured Matrix analysis to split into sub-problems
the original problem. This is fundamental to make the configuration phase
agile and rapid.

The solver has been improved by including a Constraint Satisfaction Prob-
lems (CSP) solver based on backtracking newly implemented within the
company (the solver developed in the Chapter 4 uses the freeware soft-
ware Minizinc based itself on a free resolution kernel called Gecode). The
CSP solver works with a solution library that have been developed in Hy-
perlean.

As in the previous Chapter, this CSP model considers the arc-consistency
approach [61] realized using the filtering process of the conjunction of
constraints. The arc-consistency is used to guarantee the local consistency
of the problem. The solution search engine used in this case study is a
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simple backtracking algorithm combined with the constraint propagation
method. As in the previous Chapter, this choice is due to the fact that
dimension of the space of the solutions to be investigated is not so large.
The use of the backtracking algorithm is necessary due to the lack of the
proof of the global consistency.

The final solver that is obtained works creating from the configuration
rules the Design Structured Matrix (DSM) which is useful to understand
the relationship between the parameters, which are the variables of rules.
This is fundamental to divide the initial problem into several sub-problems.
In practice, once the DSM has been created, it is triangulated in order to
understand the various clusters of dependent configuration parameters.
For the independent parameters the solver that starts is the one that was
already present in the company, for the parameters that instead depend
on each other in the assignment of the values the new CSP solver starts.
The solver algorithm is better explained below.

DSM = { parameters ordered and clusterized };
DSM =

⋃n
i=0 Cluster(i) with Cluster(i)= { some parameters of the DSM};

Cluster(j)∩Cluster(k) = ∅ ∀j, k = 1...n;

For each parameter in DSM
If parameter IsNot assigned then

If cluster of parameter has only one element then
-Find all rules that contain parameter;
-Assign a value to parameter with the solver already present in
Hyperlean;

Else
-Find all rules that contains the parameters of the cluster in which is
contained parameter;
-Solve rules with the new CSP solver based on backtracking and assign the
result values to the parameters of the cluster;

EndIf
EndIf

Next

The final solver has been implemented using the programming languages
C# and VisualBasic. The part regarding the DSM uses some classes spe-
cialized in the manipulation of matrices and a method based on the sim-
ulating annealing, a stochastic technique, for the clustarization. The part
regarding the new CSP solver is instead based on the backtracking tech-
nique. The process (reminded in Figure 5.1) consists to search a solu-
tions pruning the combination of parameters that do not satisfy some
constraint. If a path must be pruned, it can come back to the node that
is not visited jet without the risk to move in a path already explored. Al-
though the algorithm is not so efficient for not NP-complete problems
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since it has an exponential complexity (Chapter 3, Section Constraint sat-
isfaction problems), for the purpose of this thesis it has been considered
to be sufficiently fast thanks to the decomposition of the initial problem in
many sub-problems. This trick, experimented in the following case study,
makes the resolution of the CSP almost instantaneous.

FIGURE 5.1: Backtracking search process

Figure 5.2 describes the configuration and optimization workflow, which
is all included in the configuration software. The CSP tool is employed to
reduce the space of solutions. The optimization integrated in the CSP tool
finalize the assignment of the variables and parameters.

FIGURE 5.2: The optimization workflow integrated in the
CSP solver.
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The resulting tool consists of a kernel to manage the configuration, in
particular the parametric model, the CSP Solver and the GUI Interface.
The CSP Solver uses libraries already present in the Hyperlean company
improved with some techniques explained before to decrease the solver
time. The solver together with the kernel works in background and gather
the result in the GUI Interface, giving also a graphical visualization of the
paramatric model in order to ease the user during the configuration work-
flow. Furthermore, the GUI Interface shows the visual commands for the
management and definition of the parameters, constraints, values and the
management of the commercial part. This last part is based on the infor-
mation exchange between the database and the kernel of the software.

Figure 5.3 describes the software architecture.

FIGURE 5.3: Software architecture of the tool.

Then a Graphical User Interface (GUI) has been defined for the manage-
ment of the CSP problem, the design objectives and the commercial part
(second step). Figure 5.4 shows the proposed GUI, which consists of three
levels: order and quotation management, configuration management and
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product management. The first level concerns the management of orders
and quotations, here the user is able to create new orders and quotations,
modify and delete them. The configuration level, posed at the center of
the interface to underline the central role of this part, regards by the side
of the user role the choice of parameters to configure the ETO product and
by the side of the administrator role, the definition of the mathematical
rules to be verified in the CSP calculation. Each constraint is edited using
a mathematical representation of formulas and rules. This definition is an
object-oriented (O-O) representation of the product structure. The generic
classes are defined in Visual Basic.NET language to support the O-O rep-
resentation of a product structure. In particular, a generic set of must in-
herit classes is implemented to perform the generalization of the software
predisposed to the specialization. These classes provide the parent-child
relationship between each component of the product structure. This O-O
representation includes the definitions of properties, methods, variables
and constraints. The configuration level shows also a 3D graphical repre-
sentation that uses graphical classes to obtain the rendering of the model.
In the third level a product tree shows the products of the catalogue fil-
tered by the role visibility.

FIGURE 5.4: The final GUI Interface.

The proposed test case considers an analytical calculation to estimate prod-
uct cost of lift’s car operation panels applications.

The constraints related to the engineering design of a car operating panel
are mainly focused on normative checks and conditions such as the di-
mensional limits to be applied. Other constraints are related to validation
rules based on the technical know-how. These constraints can refer to the
formalization of explicit and implicit knowledge.
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The cost analysis is performed using an analytical solver, which analyzes
the model related to the Base Structure to recognize the information from
the CAD model.

The assembly of the structure is analyzed as a collection of groups. For
the car operating panel these groups are: the plate, the display, the emer-
gency light, the floor buttons and the service buttons. Some example of
constraint can be: each group must be rightly outdistanced from the oth-
ers, some choice must be of default (like the presence of end cups with
some type of plate) and some choice must exclude some other choice (like
the presence or not of frames for some types of display).

5.2 General purpose

The software has two different logins which depend on the role of the
user. The administrator login gives access to all the functionalities of the
software: the management of products, pricelists, configuration parame-
ters and rules, the associations of products to the customers and the gen-
eral database. The customer login gives access to less functionalities: the
configuration of a product and the preparation of orders or quotations to
sell to the supplier in order to obtain the proposal submission. This ex-
change is managed by the database that is shared between supplier and
customers.

The software has been developed on libraries build in the company that
co-finances my PHD, Hyperlean. Libraries are written in C# or in Visual
basic using Framework.NET 4.0 and the final software is written in Visual
Basic also using the Framework.NET 4.0. The products can be visualized
through a viewer also developed by Hyperlean.

5.2.1 Administrator workflow

The initial work of the administrator is always to formalize the technical
knowledge in order to obtain configurable products to present to the cus-
tomer. This can be possible using a language not very difficult of mathe-
matical rules. The Figure 5.5 shows the potentiality of the administrator
login.

The administrator have a complete management of the database, in the
database all of the knowledge formalization and the customer manage-
ment are contained. The GUI interface simplifies the work to modify the
database using apposite forms. The administrator can directly act on pa-
rameters and rules this let this framework to be open and improved di-
rectly by the user without further work of the programmer. This is an
example of human intervention. Moreover the administrator can add or
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FIGURE 5.5: Potentiality of the administrator login.

remove customer companies and he can associate a pricelist to each cus-
tomer to the cost estimation of standard products. He can also manage
the products (Figure 5.6), adding or removing them (the addition use the
STEP format), and making some product visible to some customer instead
to another customer.

FIGURE 5.6: The part of the GUI interface dedicated to the
products management.

The administrator can also prepare some configurable standard product
to add to the database (Figure 5.7), this is important to ease the creation
of the order or the quotation of the customer.
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FIGURE 5.7: The part of the GUI interface dedicated to the
configuration management.

Once the customer has send orders and quotations the administrator is
able to evaluate them and to print the reports.

After the formalization and the products addition the administrator must
prepare a new customer area. He must follow the following steps:

• add the customer;

• add the pricelist for the customer, if it is not already present;

• preconfigure template products that the customer orders in general;

• make visible products that the customer can order.

Once the customer area is prepared he can give the software to the cus-
tomer with a user login.

5.2.2 Customer workflow

The possible software uses for the customer are outlined in Figure 5.8

Once the knowledge is formalized, so all the parameters and rules have
been inserted in the database, if a configurable product is open in the
software, the configuration of the product can starts. The user chooses all
the parameters to configure the products and the solver, using the rules
inserted from the administrator, assigns the parameter’s values. The user,
once the configuration has been finished, can add the product to is order
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FIGURE 5.8: Potentiality of the user login.

and now the product is an article with its cost associated. The cost is
derived from the pricelist of the customer and from parametric rules for
mechanical processing on the products when are assembled, principally
welding processing, mounting processing and laser cutting processes.

The order or the quotation can be modified until it is not send to the seller
(Figure 5.9).

FIGURE 5.9: The part of the GUI interface dedicated to the
orders management.
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Finally also the customer is able to print the report.

5.3 Case study: lifts’ panels

The general software has been specialized, as already said, for a company
that works in the field of lift’s panels. In particular it can configure: car
operating panels (COP), landing operating panels (LOP) and landing in-
dicator panels (LIP). COP is a panel posed at the internal of the lift, LOP
is the panel to call the lift, LIP is the panel that shows the position of the
lift.

The knowledge of the company has been formalized in parameters and
mathematical rules that have been settled into a shared database which
is used from the configurator engine to import the mathematical prob-
lem, the CSP problem, that will be settled by the solver described in the
previous section.

The products of the company have been imported also into the database
in order to have a graphical representation in both case: if they are indi-
vidually opened or if they are assembled with the rest of components.

At the end of the configuration the user, which have a pricelist associated,
can save the article into his order or quotation and he can see the final
cost associated to the configurable product. The order or quotation can be
modified until the user decides to send it to the seller.

This section will concentrate on the part related on the configuration of a
COP. The car operating panel is an interface in an elevator used to select
the floor to which passengers wish to travel, consisting of a car button
for each landing served by the elevator, a display showing the floor pas-
sage, an emergency stop light, an alarm button, door-open and door-close
buttons and a number of key switches used by building management,
maintenance and emergency personnel. In Figure 5.10 it is represented an
example of a configurated COP obtained by the software.

According with the company, the COP has been divided in the following
modules:

• plate

• display

• logo

• grids

• additional boards

• floor buttons

• service buttons
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FIGURE 5.10: Car operating panel (COP) rendering pro-
duced by the software

5.3.1 Plate

The plate is a part of a machine sheet metal that contains all the compo-
nents of the panel.

Different models can be chosen: they can be simple rectangles obtained
from a sheet metal or they can be models obtained from a bent sheet metal
so with a certain thickness. Models with thickness can contains all the
electronic parts without the need of an excavation in the wall in where
they are mounted.

Models with thickness have a standard width since the ends are closed
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with caps with predefined lengths. For this models dimensions can vari-
ate but they must satisfy numerous constraints.

However, as can be seen from the part of the wizard dedicated to the plate
(Figure 5.11), not only the parameters dedicated to sizing are variables,
but also parameters dedicated to a possible box containing electronics or
wiring necessary for the customer, for finishing plate and fixing the plate
can be varied.

FIGURE 5.11: The wizard part related to the plate

In some cases, a standard plate may be requested by the customer. This
simply means that the components must meet certain standards with re-
spect to the height at which they are located; for example the height po-
sitioning of the first button or the height range within which the screen
must be found.

5.3.2 Display

The display is that part of the panel containing a screen, most often digi-
tal, which shows the scrolling of the elevator floors or service communi-
cations, for example in the event of breakdowns.

The main parametrization of a display is shown in the Figure 5.12.

There are also several models here that differ in features such as: support-
ing or not supporting an image, having the possibility of having a frame
including the choice of frame color and background coloring.

An emergency light can optionally be associated with a display, which
generally depends on the chosen display. A label can be added on an
emergency light.
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FIGURE 5.12: The wizard part related to the display

5.3.3 Logo

The logo is a label containing a text chosen by the customer that can be
positioned "under display" or "above display" or "under buttons". The
customer can define a rectangular area (width / height / position) where
the logo will be placed. It can be engraved with a pantograph or laser
marked.

The wizard part concerning the logo is represented in the Figure 5.13.

FIGURE 5.13: The wizard part related to the logo

5.3.4 Grids

The grid is a part that visibly shows only holes but behind it contains its
electronics and is the point from which the possible sounds emitted by the
panel come out. Some grids have a geometry, however even grids without
geometry have their own associated dimensions in order to accommodate
the electronic part of the component.
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5.3.5 Buttons

The buttons are that part of the panel dedicated both to the choice of the
floor and to service functions such as alarm, door opener, door closer and
call.

To manage this duplicity, the wizard contains two parts dedicated to the
buttons: the floor buttons and the service buttons respectively represented
in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15.

FIGURE 5.14: The wizard part related to the floor buttons

FIGURE 5.15: The wizard part related to the service buttons
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All that is chosen for the floor buttons is automatically transferred to
the service buttons to ensure uniformity in the choice, however the cus-
tomer is left free to give different characteristics to the service buttons if
he wishes.

For the buttons it is possible to choose the type and voltage of the elec-
trical circuit that compose them for the electronic part, the button model,
the various materials and colors for the parts that compose them, the total
number of buttons and whether or not they are buttons with braille.

In addition, for the floor buttons the user can also choose how many
columns of buttons he wants.

This last feature is the only one that differs for the service buttons, in fact
it is not possible to choose the number of columns as these buttons go in a
single row, however the user can choose whether to put this row vertically
or horizontally.

To enter the digit or the symbol desired by the customer, you must press
the button on which you want to set or change writing in the graphical
area where the COP is represented and a detail tab will appear dedicated
to this choice (Figure 5.16).

FIGURE 5.16: The details of the button

5.3.6 Cost estimation

The cost estimation for this case study is visualized in the order part and
is obtained from the sum of two contributions:

• costs of components;

• cost of machining.

Each component that is standard, like a button or a display, has a pricelist
code also obtained form the resolution of some rules. From this code the
software is able to search the cost of the component in the pricelist associ-
ated to the user.
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For the components that are not standard and are obtained from the con-
figuration, like a COP, the final cost of the product is the sum of all the
standard codes that are contained in the assembly and the sum of all the
operations of machining as laser cuts, welds or mountings in the plate
part.

Eq. 5.1 describes the formula that represents the cost related to the cutting
process of the plate in order to obtain the necessary space to host the other
components.

CostCUT =

(
lEDG · 1

vEDG
· HCCUT

)
3600

(5.1)

The cutting process involves the cutting edge (lEDG), which is related to
the geometry of the part to be manufactured, the cutting velocity (vEDG)
and the hourly cost (HCCUT) of the cutting process used. Using a similar
approach, Eq. 5.2 introduces the calculation of each welding with the
welding velocity (vWEL) and the related hourly cost (HCWEL).

CostWEL =

(
lEDG · 1

vWEL
· HCWEL

)
3600

(5.2)

The mounting cost is considered as a function of the components of the
plate that are assembled with the plate using this machining operation
(5.3). This cost is simply a sum of the components (Ci) respectively mul-
tiplied for the specific mounting cost (€/kg) defined for each component
(MCi).

CostMOU =
N

∑
i=1

(Ci ·MCi) (5.3)

The operations associated to the COP represents a cost model for this type
of products.

5.3.7 Use case customer size

An example of usage of the software from the customer’s point of view
will be shown now.

The user must first log in at the end of which, if done correctly, the win-
dow shown in Figure 5.17 will be opened.

On the left the user will find the tree with his quotations/orders while on
the right the products will appear, enabled for the user by the administra-
tor and divided by categories.
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FIGURE 5.17: Main window shown after login

At this point, the customer can decide whether to modify a quotation/order
not yet sent (the quotations/orders sent are marked in green) or whether
to create a new quotation/order.

Suppose that the customer chooses the way to create a new order, to ob-
tain this he must right click on his company name in the tree at the top
left and click New order (Figure 5.18).

FIGURE 5.18: How to crate a new order

He must then enter all the data necessary to create the new order in the
window that appears (Figure 5.19) and press the OK button.

Now the new order has been added to its list of quotations/orders and
has been automatically made active, this can be understood from the fact
that the name of the order is written in bold type (Figure 5.20). To activate
any other quotation/order, he must simply double click on the desired
quotation/order.
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FIGURE 5.19: Order details

FIGURE 5.20: Main windows after order creation with the
new order active

Once the new order has been created, the customer can choose which type
of article to add:

• he can configure a new car operating panel (COP) / landing operat-
ing panel (LOP) / landing indicator panel (LIP) from scratch;

• he can order a COP / LOP / LIP previously configured by the ad-
ministrator without the possibility of modifying it, i.e. a template;
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• he can start from a COP / LOP / LIP previously configured by him
or from a template, duplicate and modify it by reconfiguring it;

• he can order replacement parts of COP / LOP / LIP that can find
in the product’s tree configuring them to make them suitable for his
needs.

The first and third type of articles will now be shown in more detail car-
rying two example of car operating panel (COP).

To configure a COP from scratch, the user must press on the button with
the magic wand in the upper left of the main window (Figure 5.21).

FIGURE 5.21: Button "New wizard"

A window will then appear to decide the beginning configurable product
between COP, LOP and LIP and what name the user desires to give to the
product(Figure 5.22).

FIGURE 5.22: Details of the new configuration product

Once the OK button is pressed, the COP configuration wizard will auto-
matically compose in the center of the main window as shown in Figure
5.23.

The user wizard is divided into two tab pages. The first tab is called ex-
actly "Wizard" and it is the one that helps the user in the general con-
figuration of the desired article. The second, called "Details", is used to
configure the component parts of the COP in a more specific way.
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FIGURE 5.23: Main windows after opening the configura-
tion wizard

The configuration flow is designed as follows: first the user must go to
the "Wizard" tab and then to the "Details" tab to manage configuration
parameter.

The graphical part of the configurator, the viewer, is not automatically
updated every time a parameter that affects the COP graphics is changed
in the tab "Wizard", this is due to the fact that the creation of the COP ge-
ometry takes a long time and would considerably slow down the flow of
the configuration. The total updating of the geometry must be manually
triggered by the user with the green arrow located at the top right of the
"Wizard" tab (Figure 5.24). On the other hand, when the user is chang-
ing a parameter that affects the graphics of a component in the "Details"
tab, the viewer is instead updated automatically since updating a single
component is much faster than updating all the components of the COP
simultaneously.

FIGURE 5.24: Button "Redraw panel geometry"

At this point the user can proceed with the configuration. In the "Wiz-
ard" tab he will find the parameters for configuring the COP displayed in
a logical order and divided by modules that have been explained in the
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previous subsections. Each parameter has a variable value that is calcu-
lated by connecting it to a series of rules that act in background.

Parameters and rules are found in the database and are the result of the
overall knowledge formalization work carried out in advance by the Hy-
perlean developer team, in which I have actively participated, together
with the team of the company of lifts’ panels involved in the project which
was made up of reference figures from both the technical and commercial
department.

Each time a parameter is changed in the configuration wizard, the CSP
solver, explained in the section Development approach, is invoked and
then the solver engine, starting from the DSM associated with the prob-
lem, built by seeing the interdependencies between parameters within
the rules, is able to understand which other parameters are involved in
the variation of the initial parameter. The solver then finds the rules asso-
ciated with all the parameters involved and solves them.

Using this method of resolution, the calculation times are drastically re-
duced since the solver operates on a limited number of rules, therefore
the iterations and evaluations to be made are much less than solving all
the rules relating to the COP each time.

Once the user has made his choices in the "Wizard" tab, he can press the
green arrow at the top right of the tab to graphically view the resulting
configured COP. If the user wants to change something, he is free to do
that and when he wants to see the updates he must simply click the green
arrow at the top right of the tab again. Once the user is satisfied with the
configuration obtained, he can choose the most specific characteristics of
the components.

For example, by pressing a button in the viewer, on the left the tab pages
will switch automatically from the "Wizard" tab to the "Details" tab (Fig-
ure 5.25). At the top of the tab the user can find all the digits available for
the chosen button model and he can choose which digit to place above
the specified button. Below the panel of the digits other parameters ,that
modify the highlighted button, are represented, i.e. the color of the collar.

When all configuration choices are completed, the user, by pressing the
"Save" button at the top left of the main window (Figure 5.26), next to the
button with the magic wand, goes to save both the product as an article
in the order and the product itself in the products tree (Figure 5.27).

The article in the order will be found in the table under the order tree as
shown in Figure 5.27. The article has a cost associated. This cost is derived
from the cost of the basic products combined with the processing costs
of the COP plate. The costs of the basic products are obtained from the
pricelist that the administrator has previously associated with the user.
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FIGURE 5.25: Buttons’ tab details

FIGURE 5.26: Button "Save"

FIGURE 5.27: Where are saved the products: in the order
and in the products tree
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Once the order is completed, the user, who is part of the client company,
can send it to the supplier company in order to be evaluated and can print
the report.

The last but not the least potentiality of the software is the workflow of
ordering a configured COP starting from a template. Usually the admin-
istrator, during the construction of a client area in the software, generates
a series of templates products that are generally mostly requested by the
customer to ease the order phase. The customer user when opens the soft-
ware and starts to compile a order can add directly one of his templates,
that obviously the administrator make visible to him or he can think that,
the template is something that is very similar to his desire but he would
like to bring some little change, like a floor button digit or the color of the
collar of the service buttons or the color of the frame of the display, gun
can instead of silver. This workflow is possible following these steps: he
must open the template that is more similar to his desire, the template is
disabled since it is a product released from the administrator so not mod-
ifiable, this can be seen in 5.27. Then he must press the button "Duplicate"
posed on the top right of the tab "Wizard" and he must wait some seconds
that the product is duplicated and subsequently opened. Once the dupli-
cated product is ready the customer can modified it in the way he prefers
and than save the product as an article in the order (5.29).

FIGURE 5.28: Graphical interface of a template product and
the position of the button "Duplicate"
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FIGURE 5.29: Product duplicated and saved

5.4 Results

In this Chapter have been presented a framework to support the config-
uration design from the configurations itself of an ETO product to the
management of orders and reports.

The case study proposed to validate the method and the framework con-
centrates on the configuration of lifts’ panels.

The engine of the configuration phase is a solver based on the CSP prob-
lem of Chapter 4 combined with a preliminary Design Structured Matrix
analysis. This decision has been made to split into sub-problems the orig-
inal problem to make the configuration phase agile and rapid. The test
case of one single lift panel shown in the previous section comprehends a
set of about 900 rules related to about 300 parameters. The time to solve
this case is around 5 seconds, using this approach. When a parameter is
changed in the wizard tab, the refresh of the parameters related is on the
order of milliseconds.

Moreover the framework includes the possibility of human intervention
of the administrator directly on parameter and rules let this framework
to be open and improved directly by the user without further work of the
programmer.
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Chapter 6

Discussions

The resulting advantages of using knowledge-based methodologies and
product platform adoption for rapid configuration of new product vari-
ants are well known. Research efforts in this topics are continuously pro-
gressing concentrating on the development of theories and methodolo-
gies to achieve these goals. Different approaches are presented in litera-
ture, such as knowledge-based engineering, configuration, computational
design synthesis and modularity. However, the use of this methodolo-
gies within the industrial world is often limited, probably due to the high
costs that the creation of specialized software entails. In this context, the
task to completely automate the procedure for product configuring is dis-
proportionate but also very interesting. However, with the development
of improved design technologies that can automatically manage the de-
sign information at different levels of detail, important progresses can be
made.

The methodology developed in this thesis begins with the company knowl-
edge formalization and representation from the available data within the
company, which can be provided by adding different micro-contributes
from technicians. The retrieving of the information, which is supported
by a strong integration with the company tools, leads to the definition
of a product family meta-model and to the building of a product family
database. This preparatory phase, which is also the most difficult, is nec-
essary for the implementation of the system within the company and to
proceed with the conceptual design and the cost estimation of new prod-
ucts. The results have demonstrated that such a methodology allows a
better management of the company data and it makes them reusable for
the future jobs.

In order to give a support to the user in the definition of a new product,
the knowledge formalization and representation is collected in a database
of parameters and rules. The results have shown the benefits of the method
in managing complex design problem. In particular, it has been seen that
the method and the tools presented above allow the users to face sub-
problems of reduced size and help them in taking a priori choices. The
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aim of this methodology is to support the user during the conceptual de-
sign stage towards a solution of the design problem.

The approach proposed highlights how the Design Structured Matrix com-
bined with Constraints Satisfaction Problems analysis can support the de-
signer during the conceptual design phase in two aspects of his work: in
optimization analysis, to reduce the design space of solutions to be inves-
tigated and subsequently optimized and in design configuration, in order
to obtain a configured ETO product in an easy and fast way. The calcu-
lation velocity of this combination can be used also to develop automatic
procedures for the design phase.

The methods for cost estimation are then applied to the solution that has
been previously found. The cost estimation methods proposed in this
thesis allow a rapid parameter-based estimation, descending from the at-
tributes that have been calculated in the conceptual design stage. The ap-
plication of the methods has shown a good estimation of the actual cost
both for purchased parts and for parts produced within the company.

Finally, the methodology supporting framework is a step toward concep-
tual design support.

This thesis has presented the result in defining two configuration frame-
works for the development of effective configuration tools. The objective
of both frameworks is to obtain product variants in a very short time, per-
forming a rendering view of the model from the modular configuration
giving a final cost of the configured product, they differs on their declina-
tion: one is more concentrated on the design optimization and the other
on the design configuration.

Benefits in term of cost savings and developing time reduction can be
obtained to gain company competitiveness.

The frameworks are two because the first has been a prototypical software
that concentrates on the optimization aspects, developing and improving
the solver engine based on the backtracking method; the second software
concentrates on configuration aspects and has instead been developed to
completely support the design of ETO products, including the solver en-
gine of the first software and managing more industrial scenarios: from
the orders and pricelists to the reports.

The final framework is based on a multi-level structure able to handle
multiple views of a modular product. It makes reference to functional in-
formation transformed in rules, which are then mapped into modules and
structured in product architectures. It supports the configuration process
providing the information with an appropriate degree of abstraction or
detail, on the basis of the specific conceptual design phase.
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The frameworks demonstrate the effective strength of multi-level product
platform to visually represent and manage complex systems for product
variants configuration. This work introduces an innovative method to
manage product configuration and costs in a fast and easy way in order
to gain a better understanding of change and potential propagation paths.
In addition it can represent a database of the product information and
then designers can take advantage of this information that normally is
time consuming to retrieve because implicit.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In an engineer-to-order context, configuration and offer stage have a very
critical role because the cost estimation must be performed on products
that are not already designed. Therefore, the research work concentrates
on applying knowledge-based tools to the context above. Through an ex-
tensive review of the state of art and an analysis of the industrial context,
an approach and two frameworks that support the offer stage for new
products have been developed. The approach and the frameworks have
been thought to be user friendly at industry level.

Two examples, i.e. gas & oil structures and lift’s panels, are presented in
the thesis to illustrate how the approach could be used in practice. Several
architectures have been implemented using the software tool. The final
developed system is able also to manage orders, to organize them in a
report, to configure a product and to solve design constraints.

The preliminary results show that the methodology is a valid support to
the offer stage of engineer to order ETO products and it can help engi-
neers to choose the correct product configuration among different design
alternatives. The solver tools presented for variable assignment within
the framework that allow to find design solutions in an automatic man-
ner is fast, valid and gives reliable results. Moreover, the use of compu-
tational design synthesis tools supports the exploration of new product
architectures.

On the other hand, research and development work still remains to im-
prove the system. Future research can be oriented to generalize the frame-
work as much as possible, in particular for the generation of the Graphi-
cal User Interface, to further reduce the development time of the software
customization which, as was well specified in the Chapter 5, has been
considerably reduced but still requires a considerable effort. Moreover
the experimentation of the framework should be extended to other prod-
uct families, in order to validate it in different case studies and eventually
to discover different company needs.
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